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Customer Support
You can obtain technical support by using the Support page on the BMC Software Web site or by
contacting Customer Support by telephone or e-mail. To expedite your inquiry, please see
"Before Contacting BMC Software."

Support Web Site
You can obtain technical support from BMC Software 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at http://
www.bmc.com/support_home. From this Web site, you can
Read overviews about support services and programs that BMC Software offers:
Find the most current information about BMC Software products
Search a database for problems similar to yours and possible solutions
Order or download product documentation
Report a problem or ask a question
Subscribe to receive e-mail notices when new product versions are released
Find worldwide BMC Software support center locations and contact information, including email addresses, fax numbers, and telephone numbers

Support by Telephone or E-mail
In the United States and Canada, if you need technical support and do not have access to the Web,
call 800 537 1813. Outside the United States and Canada, please contact your local support center
for assistance. To find telephone and email contact information for the BMC Software support
center that services your location, refer to the Contact Customer Support section of the Support
page on the BMC Software Web site at http://www.bmc.com/support_home.

Before Contacting BMC Software
Before you contact BMC Software, have the following information available so that Customer
Support can begin working on your problem immediately:
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You can also access product documents and search the Knowledge Base for help with an issue at
http://www.sentrysoftware.com
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Customer Support

You can obtain technical support by using the Support page on the BMC Software Web site or by
contacting Customer Support by telephone or email. To expedite your inquiry, please see
"Before Contacting BMC Software."

Support Web Site
You can obtain technical support from BMC Software 24 hours a day, 7 days a week at http://
www.bmc.com/support_home. From this Web site, you can
Read overviews about support services and programs that BMC Software offers:
Find the most current information about BMC Software products
Search a database for problems similar to yours and possible solutions
Order or download product documentation
Report a problem or ask a question
Subscribe to receive email notices when new product versions are released
Find worldwide BMC Software support center locations and contact information, including
email addresses, fax and telephone numbers

Support by Telephone or Email

Before Contacting BMC Software
Before you contact BMC Software, have the following information available so that Customer
Support can begin working on your problem immediately:
Product information
product name
Product version (release number)
Operating system and environment information, machine type, operating system type,
version, and service pack or other maintenance level, such as:
PUT or PTF
system hardware configuration
serial numbers
related software (database, application, and communication) including type, version, and
service
pack or maintenance
level
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In the United States and Canada, if you need technical support and do not have access to the
Web, call 800 537 1813. Outside the United States and Canada, please contact your local support
center for assistance. To find telephone and email contact information for the BMC Software
support center that services your location, refer to the Contact Customer Support section of the
Support page on the BMC Software Web site at http://www.bmc.com/support_home.
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Sequence of events leading to the problem
Commands and options that you used
Messages received (and the time and date that you received them)
product error messages
messages from the operating system, such as "file system full"
messages from related software
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Release Notes for v.1.2.00

Fixed Issues
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On Symmetrix systems, the deletion of a thin device failed if the device was associated to
more than one object.
No error information was provided in case of job failures.
Operation: get-masking-group: The filters used to find the appropriate Masking group was
not working properly.
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Overview

Actor Adapter
The actor adapter for EMC Storage executes operations on an EMC storage system through the
EMC SMI-S Provider (also known as ECOM) and the WBEM protocol.

Function of Actor Adapter in BMC Atrium Orchestrator (EMC Clariion)

Actor Adapter
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Actor Adapter Function in BMC Atrium Orchestrator (EMC CLARiiON)

Actor Adapter Function in BMC Atrium Orchestrator (EMC Symmetrix)

Function of Actor Adapter in BMC Atrium Orchestrator (EMC Symmetrix)

Monitor Adapter
pulling data from an external system by polling the system
receiving data that is pushed from an external system
The event is evaluated by rules and can trigger specific workflow processes when the rule criteria
are met.
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A monitor adapter obtains data from an external system and generates an event message.
Depending on the monitor adapter, it can obtain data by
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Monitor Adapter Function in BMC Atrium Orchestrator

Monitor Adapter
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Getting Started

Adapter Module Life Cycle

Adapter Module Life Cycle

Supported Storage Devices
BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage leverages the EMC SMI-S Provider
to interact with the EMC storage systems. The adapter supports versions of the EMC SMI-S
Provider starting from version 4.1.
In turn, the EMC SMI-S Provider supports a wide range of EMC storage systems to interact with,
including Symmetrix and CLARiiON disk arrays.

Adapter Module Life Cycle
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An adapter module contains a set of processes, schedules, rules, and configurations. You can
create schedules and rules to trigger process execution. Each operation supported by the
application adapter has a corresponding process in the adapter module. The figure below
outlines the steps required to work with an adapter module.

Supported Symmetrix arrays
Symmetrix DMX™Series (DMX-4, DMX-3, DMX-2)
Symmetrix V-Max Series

Supported CLARiiON arrays
CX4 Series, CX3 Series, CX Series

Supported EMC VNX
EMC VNX series
EMC VNXe series
EMC Symmetrix disk arrays embed an SMI-S Provider on the management console so there is no need to
install a dedicated separate system.

Installing the Adapter
Getting the Adapter Package

The package file name is: sentry-adapter-emc-storage-1.2.00.zip. It contains the aroar packages
for both the Actor and Monitor Adapters, as well as the corresponding module (that will be
loaded into Development Studio):
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The BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage can be obtained from BMC
EPD Web site and from Sentry Software Web site.

sentry-adapter-emc-storage-actor_1.2.00.aroar
sentry-adapter-emc-storage-monitor_1.2.00.aroar
AO-AD-EMC_Storage.1.2.00.roar

Uploading the Package (aroar) file in the BMC Atrium Orchestrator
Repository
1. Use your Web browser to connect to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Grid Manager with
administrative credentials.
2. In the Manage tab click the Upload Adapter button.
3. On the next page, select the Actor Adapter .aroar file to be uploaded and click OK.
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Selecting the Actor Adapter to be uploaded

Installing the Adapter
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4. Repeat the same operation for the Monitor Adapter.
5. The adapters are then listed in the BAO Grid Manager repository and ready to be added to
the Grid and configured.

Loading the module (roar) in BMC Atrium Orchestrator Development
Studio
In the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Development Studio, switch to the Library Manager view
Open the tab Import Modules and click the From Disk button
Select the .roar file to be imported.
Click the checkbox Import and Unbundle and then click the Import button.
Switch to Designer view, to visualize the loaded module.

Visualizing the loaded module

Prerequisites for the Adapter
The solution leverages the EMC SMI-S Provider that needs to be installed on a Windows or Linux
system. The following procedure explains in details how to get, install and configure the EMC
SMI-S Provider to enable BMC Atrium Orchestration Application Adapter for EMC Storage to
efficiently interact with it.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EMC Symmetrix disk arrays have a pre-installed SMI-S Provider on the management console. Therefore,
there is no need to install a separate SMI-S Provider to interact with an EMC Symmetrix disk array. The
adapter can be configured to directly connect to the management console.

1. Install the SMI-S Provider
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1. Access the EMC’s Online Support website: http://support.emc.com.
2. Log in with the User ID and Password provided by EMC’s Online Support. If you do not have
an account, you can register directly on EMC’s Online Support website.
3. Click Downloads.

EMC Online Support - Welcome Page

Prerequisites for the Adapter
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4. Type SMI-S Provider and click Enter.

EMC Online Support - Downloads Page

5. Download the SMI-S Provider executable file. It is recommended to download the latest
version of the x64 package available for your operating system.
6. Launch the executable file.
7. Select the items required by EMC Solutions Enabler with SMI and click Install.
8. The EMC Solutions Enabler with SMI X64 welcome page appears. Click Next to begin the
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installation.

EMC Solutions Enabler with SMI X64 — Welcome Page
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9. Select an install directory for EMC Solutions Enabler and click Next to continue. Please note
that it is recommended that you choose the default directory.

EMC Solutions Enabler with SMI X64 — Destination Folder
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10. Select both Array Provider and Host Provider and click Next to continue.

EMC Solutions Enabler with SMI X64 - Provider List

Prerequisites for the Adapter
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11. In the Service List dialog box, click Next.

EMC Solutions Enabler with SMI X64- Service List
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12. Click Install to begin installing files to your selected folder.

EMC Solutions Enable with SMI X64 — Start Installation
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13. When the Installation Wizard Complete dialog box opens, click Finish to complete the setup.

EMC Solutions Enable with SMI X64 — Installation Program Complete
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14. When the installation procedure is complete, update your environment variable for path to
include the EMCSolutions Enabler installation directory, which by default is C:\Program Files
\EMC\SYMCLI\bin, in order to run the command line utilities from any directory.

Prerequisites for the Adapter
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2. Add CLARiiON/VNX Disk Array to the Installed SMI-S Provider
Navigate to the C:\Program Files\EMC\SYMCLI\storbin and run TestSmiProvider.exe.
For connection type, type ssl
For Host, type enter
Repeat the operation for Port, Username, Password, Log output to console, Log output to
file, and Logfile path:
5. Type addsys
type y (yes)
type 1 (Default for CLARiiON/VNX)
type xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx (SPA IP Address of the CLARiiON/VNX array)
type xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx (SPB IP Address of the CLARiiON/VNX Array)
type enter
type 2
type 2
type the username (type a user that has at least a read access on the CLARiiON/VNX Array)
type the password (password of the above user)
then type enter
5. A message meaning that the CLARiiON/VNX Array has been added is displayed as shown on
the picture below

BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage Version 1.2.00

1.
2.
3.
4.
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1. Access https://<ip-host>:5989/ecomconfig, where <ip-host> is either the IP address of the
name of the SMI-S Provider host
2. Log in using the username admin and #1Password as password.
3. Click Add User and create a user with the role of Administrator. This newly created username
can now be used to obtain access to the Array Provider.

4. Add authorization information
1. Shut down the EMC CIM Server (The service name is ECOM.exe and it displays as ECOM in the
Services control panel.)
2. Use the SYMCLI symcfg command, as shown in the following syntax example, to add the
username and password for each CLARiiON storage processor: >symcfg authorization add host HostName -username UserName -password PassWord

Prerequisites for the Adapter
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3. Add a User to SMI-S provider

3. Add authorization for CLARiiON storage processor A with IP address <ip1>, username clariion
and password clarpass, using the following command: symcfg auth add -host 172.23.193.86 username clariion -password clarpass
4. Then, repeat the operation with CLARiiON storage processor B
You must list the information for storage processor A first, then storage processor B. Any
time a locally-attached CLARiiON is added to the EMC SMI-S Provider, the EMC CIM Server
must first be shut down. Once shut down, the authorization information can be added as
described previously and the EMC CIM Server must be restarted.
5. Start EMC CIM Server.
The time set on the SMI-S Provider may differ from the time of the PATROL Agent. To ensure an accurate
time information, it is recommended to synchronize the SMI-S Provider time with the time set on the PATROL
Agent.

Configuring the EMC Adapter

The form view provides an easy-to-use interface for configuring adapters. The form view
prevents human errors that might occur as a result of copying the configuration XML from the
adapter user guide into the UI when configuring an adapter. You can switch to the XML view to
configure those elements and attributes that are not available as fields or to configure all the
elements and attributes using XML only. However, after you switch to the XML view, and save
the configuration in the XML from that view, you cannot thereafter use the form view for
modifying that configuration.

Before adding an adapter configuration, ensure that you have completed all the prerequisite tasks.

To configure the actor adapter, monitor adapter, or both
1. Log on to the BMC Atrium Orchestrator Grid Manager.
2. Access the adapters page, by clicking the Manage tab; then click the Adapters tab.
3. In the Adapters in Repository list, select the check box corresponding to the type of adapter
to be added.
4. Click Add to Grid to include the adapter in the Adapters on Grid list.
5. Click Configure corresponding to the newly added adapter.
6. On the Add an Adapter Configuration page, perform the following sub-steps to configure the
adapter using the form view or jump to step 7 on page 18 to configure the adapter using the
XML view:
a. Enter a name for the adapter
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You configure an adapter in the Grid Manager. The configuration provides information about how
the adapter connects to the EMC SMI-S Provider. While each adapter must have a unique name,
you can create multiple adapters with the same adapter type to allow for different configuration
properties.

b. Enter a description of the adapter
c. Under Properties, enter or select values for the configuration elements. Include all
required elements indicated with an asterisk (*)
d. Click Switch to XML View and use the following steps to specify elements and attributes
that are not in the form view (Optional)
On the Warning message that appears, click Switch View
In the Properties text box, use XML format to enter the configuration elements and
attributes not available as fields in the form view
Click OK.
7. Configure the adapter in the XML view using the following sub-steps:
a. Enter a name and a description of the adapter
b. Click Switch to XML View
c. On the Warning message that appears, click Switch View
d. Copy the configuration elements and attributes form the adapter user guide into the
Properties text box, and then click OK.
e. On the Warning message that appears click Save. This saves the adapter configuration with
settings in the XML view permanently. The newly configured adapter is now listed in the
Adapters on Grid list.

UI Label

Element

Definition

Required

Config

This is the parent tag wherein we specify the
connection details. Each <config> element has a
"name" attribute. The value of attribute "name" is
used to refer to a specific configuration when using
multiple configuration.
The first configuration is also the default
configuration.

Yes

Target

target

The IP address of hostname of the system where the
EMC SMI-S Provider is running, or the EMC Symmetrix
Console IP address in the case of Symmetrix disk
arrays because the EMC SMI-S Provider is preinstalled on these systems.

Yes

Port

port

Specifies the port number fro the EMC SMI-S Provider. Yes
By default, the port is 5988 for unencrypted
connections (http) and 5989 for encrypted
connections (https).

Protocol

Protocol

Transport protocol to be used to connect to the EMC
SMI-S Provider. Valid values: http, https. Usually, the
EMC SMI-S Provider responds in http on port 5988
and in https on port 5989.

Configuring the EMC Adapter
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The table below describes the adapter configuration elements and attributes for the EMC
Storage actor adapter that you can specify using the form view, XML view, or both. You cannot
use the form view to configure elements and attributes that do not have an entry in the UI label
column.

UI Label

Element

Definition

Required

User Name

user-name

Specify the login name for the EMC SMI-S Provider.
This tag should not be used if the security file path is
being specified using the <security-file-path> tag. In
that case, username saved in the user defined
security file or the default security file is used.

Yes

Password

password

Specifies the password for the EMC SMI-S Provider.
Yes
You can encrypt the password by specifying the
encryption type attribute. For example: <password
encryption-type = "Base64">cGFzc3dvcmQ=</
password>. This tag should not be used if the security
file path is being specified using the <security-filepath> tag. In that case, password saved in the user
defined security file or the default security file is
used.

Timeout Secs

timeout-secs

Specifies the duration in seconds, after which timeout No
occurs.
Default value: 300 seconds

<configs>
<config name="emc-01">
<target>emc-01</target>
<username>system</username>
<password>password</password>
<protocol>https</protocol>
<port>5989</port>
<timeout-secs>300</timeout-secs>
</config>
</configs>

Sample XML template for configuring the actor adapter - encrypted Base64 password
<configs>
<config name="emc-01">
<target>emc-01</target>
<username>system</username>
<password encryption-type="Base64">cGFzc7cdcmQ=</password>
<protocol>https</protocol>
<port>5989</port>
<timeout-secs>300</timeout-secs>
</config>
</configs>
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Sample XML template for configuring the actor adapter - plain password

Support for Multiple Configuration
EMC Storage adapter is capable of connecting to multiple EMC SMI-S Providers. This is specifically
useful to interact with several EMC Symmetrix disk arrays as they have their own SMI-S Provider
pre-installed on their management console. Each <config> is used to designate the connection
criteria for a specific EMC SMI-S Provider. Each <config> element has a "name" attribute. This
configuration name is used as a value for the <target> tag in adapter requests.
The first configuration is also the default configuration.
The figure below is an example of how a single adapter configuration having multiple remote
hosts (EMC Storage systems) can be defined for EMC Storage adapter.

The <configs> element is optional, but mandatory when more than one <config> node is defined.

Enabling the Debug Mode
If you encounter an issue and wish to report it to Sentry Software, you will be asked to enable
the Debug Mode and provide the debug output to the Sentry Software support team.
To enable the debug mode:
1. Browse to the home path of the peer on which the workflow will be executed (e.g.: c:\AO
\cdp).
2. Then navigate to the path c:\AO\cdp\tomcat\webapps\baocdp\WEB-INF\classes
3. Open the file log4j.xml and set the below values
<appender class="org.apache.log4j.RollingFileAppender" name="sentryEMC">
<param name="File" value="${catalina.home}/logs/sen_emc.log"/>
<param name="Append" value="true"/>
<param name="MaxFileSize" value="10240KB"/>
<param name="MaxBackupIndex" value="5"/>
<layout class="org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout">

Configuring the EMC Adapter
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<config>
<target>hostname</target>
<username>username</username>
<password>password</password>
<protocol>http</protocol>
<port>5989</port>
<timeout-secs>200</timeout-secs>
</config>

<param name="ConversionPattern" value="%d [%t] %-5p %c - %m%n"/>
</layout>
</appender>
<logger additivity="false" name="net.sentrysoftware.emc.actor">
<level value="info"/>
<appender-ref ref="sentryEMC"/>
</logger>
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4. Once the above value is set in the log4j.xml file save and close the file.
5. Restart the appropriate peer in order to take into account the modification.
6. Now all the debug information will be stored in the file sen_emc.log located at
"${catalina.home}\logs (as per the example: c:\AO\cdp\tomcat\logs).
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EMC Storage Adapter Module

Each operation supported by the application adapter has a corresponding process in the adapter
module. Top-level processes perform high-level functions and call specialized processes in
subdirectories. Each subdirectory contains process directories corresponding to the supported
operation types.

Top-level Processes
The top-level processes in the Project Explorer window execute the following version-specific
EMC Storage processes:
Create Items
Delete Items
Update Items
Expand Items

SetupValidation

Utilities
The Utilities directory contains two types of helper processes:
General processes that perform validation and error checking
Processes that create the XML documents used in adapter requests
Processes are organized into subdirectories that correspond to the supported commands.

Version Directory
The v4.0 directory contains processes that require at least the version 4 of the EMC SMI-S
Provider.
In the current version of the EMC Storage adapter, there is only one version-specific directory
(v4.0). Later versions of the EMC Storage adapter may implement new processes that require a
specific version of the EMC SMI-S Provider, version 5.0 for example, in which case these
processes will be grouped into a separate v5.0 directory.
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The processes in the SetupValidation directory contain sample values for the request elements.
These sample values can be quickly changed to reflect the values in your environment. A process
is provided to test each supported method of executing operations in EMC storage system
through the SMI-S Provider.
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The operations available in v4.0 are described in details in the next chapter.

Version Directory
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Actor Adapter Requests and
Responses

Typical Adapter Request
The typical adapter request specifies the operations to be performed with the operation-name
property of the emc-storage-request object. Additional information for the operation to be
performed can be optionally specified in the arguments collection.
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-disk</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
.....
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Typical Adapter Response
The typical adapter response contains a metadata object reporting the success or failure of the
request. It also contains a single output object which itself contains various objects depending of
the request.
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<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status >success</status >
<response-count>12</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status />
<execution-milliseconds />
<line-count />
<target />
<config-name />
</metadata>
<output>
.....
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

All parameters are case sensitive.
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EMC Storage Actor Adapter
The adapter requests for the actor adapter uses a set of elements, operation-type and operationname, in the adapter request node to execute an API call. The set of values used to make each
API call is referred to as an operation.
You use the information in this chapter with Call Adapter Activity to create an adapter request.
For detailed instructions about how to use the Call Adapter Activity, see the BMC Atrium
Orchestrator Development Studio User Documentation.

Processes

Operations

Descriptions

Storage System Operations

get-storage-system

Get complete information about the storage
system

refresh-storage-system

Refresh the entire disk array in order to
synchronize the EMC SMI-S provider with
any operations that was performed via the
Navisphere console or the Symmetrix
Management Console.

get-storage-pool

Get complete information about the
storage pools

create-storage-pool

Create a new storage pool

delete-storage-pool

Delete a specific storage pool

expand-storage-pool

Allocate additional space to specific Pool

get-raid-level

List the existing raid levels

Disk Operations

get-disk

List the existing disks

LUN Operations

get-lun

List the existing LUNs in the managed disk arrays

create-lun

Create a new LUN

delete-lun

Delete a specific LUN

expand-lun

Allocate additional space to a specific LUN

Job Operations

get-job

Get detailed information about the job completion
status

Storage Group Operations

get-storage-group

Get detailed information about a specific storage
group

create- storage-group

Create a new storage group

delete- storage-group

Delete a specific storage group

create-masking-group

Create a new masking group

delete-masking-group

Delete a specific masking group

Storage Pool Operations
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The following table lists the process names and corresponding operations that can be performed
by this adapter:

Processes

Operations

Descriptions

add-host-to-storage-group

Add a host to a storage group

add-lun-to-storage-group

Add a LUN to a storage group

remove-host-from-storagegroup

Remove a host from a storage group

remove-lun-from-storagegroup

Remove a LUN from a storage group

get-host

Get the list of hosts visible to a storage
group

get-port

Get detailed information about the
available FC ports

add-port-to-storage-group

Add a port to a storage group

remove-port-from-storagegroup

Remove a port from a storage group

Special characters used in a text field should be wrapped in the CDATA tag.
Sample text: <![CDATA[sample(&*&$#$^text]]>
When executing a sample request from this user guide you must ensure that the supporting
data is present in the EMC Storage system.
The execution of request may take time if the number of records associated with the query are
large.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Operations
Most of the low-level processes of the Actor adapter provide two modes of operation:
synchronous or asynchronous. The user can choose in which mode to operate with the
<synchronous> tag. The valid values for the <synchronous> tag are 'yes' or 'no'. By default, the
low level processes operate in synchronous mode.
In asynchronous mode (<synchronous>no</synchronous>), the process sends the request to the
EMC SMI-S Provider which creates a corresponding job. The process returns immediately after
the creation of the job and does not wait for the completion of the job. In this mode, the process
(create-lun for example) only returns a job ID (once the input parameters have been validated
and accepted by the EMC SMI-S Provider). It is necessary to use the get-job process to check on
the completion of the job (which can take several minutes). It is also possible to use the Monitor
adapter to be notified once the specified job is completed.
In synchronous mode (<synchronous>yes<synchronous>), the process sends the request to the
EMC SMI-S Provider and then wait for the completion of the job returned by the EMC SMI-S

EMC Storage Actor Adapter
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Additional Information for Writing an Adapter
request

Provider. The process does not return until job completes (successfully or with an error) or the
timeout is reached.
In general, it is recommended to use the synchronous mode as it ensures that consecutive
actions in a workflow are processed in the correct order.

Storage System Operations
The operations described in this section allow administrators to interact with the storage
systems managed by the EMC SMI-S Provider.
Currently, there is two operation related to the storage systems:
get-storage-system, to list the available storage systems
refresh-storage-system, to refresh the storage system in order to synchronize with the
actions performed via Navisphere or the Symmetrix Management Console (SMC)

Operation: get-storage-system

The get-storage-system operation is a prerequisite operation before allocating or deleting
storage as such operations require the name of the storage system where the action is supposed
to take place.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-storage-system' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-storage-system.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be same as the
value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config> element
in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this case the
request will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration. You
can leave this element empty. In this case the request will be executed on
the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
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The get-storage-system operation lets the administrators list the available disk arrays and
virtualization controllers visible through the EMC SMI-S Provider. The operation also provides
useful information about each storage system, including the model and serial number, as well as
its overall capacity (total, consumed and available).

timeoutsecs

Definition

Required

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

No

You can specify the following element to retrieve specific information. If this element is not specified, then
all the details are fetched.
storageSpecifies the user defined storage system name.
system-name
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-storage-system' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-storage-system</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-storage-system' Operation

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
model

Model of the storage system.

serialnumber

Number identifying the storage system.

size-bytes

Size of the storage system in bytes.

sizegigabytes

Size of the storage system in gigabytes.

availablecapacitybytes

Number of bytes available in the storage system.

subscribedcapacitybytes

Total host visible capacity in bytes.

subscribedcapacitygigabytes

Total host visible capacity in gigabytes.

operationalstatus

Operational status of the storage system.

Storage System Operations
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Description

Description

operationalstatusdescription

Detailed information about the operational status of the storage system.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1856</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>22</line-count>
<storage-system-count>2</storage-system-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-systems>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<model>Rack Mounted CX4_120</model>
<serial-number>CKM00083900053</serial-number>
<size-bytes>1435374714880</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1336.797</size-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>1159926210560</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>1080.265</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>54979330048</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>51.203</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>3</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>Degraded</operational-status-description>
</storage-system>
<storage-system>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<model>VMAX-1SE</model>
<serial-number>000294901120</serial-number>
<size-bytes>27686186726640</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>25784.771</size-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>22112158189128</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>20593.552</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>434964660224</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>405.092</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</storage-system>
</storage-systems>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'get-storage-system' Operation

Operation: refresh-storage-system
The refresh-storage-system operation is used to refresh the entire disk array in order to
synchronize the EMC SMI-S provider with any operations that was performed via the Navisphere
console or the Symmetrix Management Console (SMC). If no specific storage system name is
provided then all the storage systems attached to the SMI-S provider will be refreshed.

Adapter Request Elements for 'refresh-storage-system' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: refresh-storage-system.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the storage system name for which the information has to be
refreshed.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

You can specify the following element to retrieve specific information. If this element is not specified, then
all the details are fetched.

Sample Adapter Request for 'refresh-storage-system' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>refresh-storage-system</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name />
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Storage System Operations
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storageSpecifies the user defined storage system name.
system-name
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Adapter Response Elements for 'refresh-storage-system' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
refreshoutput

Status of the refresh operation.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>34179</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>5</line-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<refresh>
<refresh-output-list>
<storage-system-names>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
</storage-system-names>
<refresh-outputs>
<refresh-output>0 (Success)</refresh-output>
</refresh-outputs>
</refresh-output-list>
</refresh>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Storage Pool Operations
Storage Pools are logical storage entities from which volumes are created. Storage Pools can be
of two types:
RAID Group: Physical array of disks grouped in a RAID configuration
Thin Pool: Thin Provisioning Pool, same as a RAID Group with additional thin provisioning
capabilities
The following operations allow administrators to automate the management of Storage Pool
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Sample Adapter Response for 'refresh-storage-system' Operation

(RAID Group or Thin Pool) in the EMC disk arrays through EMC SMI-S Provider.
The supported operations for Storage Pools are:
get-storage-pool, to list the existing pools and their characteristics
create-storage-pool, to create a new pool in a storage system
delete-storage-pool, to remove an existing pool for a storage system
expand-storage-pool, to expand an existing pool for a storage system
get-raid-level, to list the available RAID Levels that can be configured for a new storage pool

Operation: get-storage-pool
The get-storage-pool operation lists all of the available storage pools in the specified storage
system as well as their characteristics (type, RAID level and available space notably).
This operation is almost a prerequisite to the create-lun operation to be able to specify in which
pool a LUN needs to be created.
When no storage-system-name is specified, the operation lists all of the storage pools
available in all storage systems (visible to the EMC SMI-S Provider). This can be useful to easily
identify which disk arrays have the most space available.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-storage-pool.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Storage Pool Operations
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Adapter Request Elements for 'get-storage-pool' Operation

Definition

Required

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

raid-group
or
thin-pool

Returns only the specified RAID group or thin pool details.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

No

pool-type

Returns only the specified pool type details.
Valid value: RG, or TP
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-storage-pool' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-storage-pool</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
<raid-group/>
<thin-pool/>
<pool-type/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-storage-pool' Operation
BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage Version 1.2.00

Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
pool-type

Type of pool.
Possible values: RG or TP

raid-group

Name of the RAID group.

raid-level

RAID level of the storage pool.

disk-name

Name of the disk.

disk-type

Type of disk.

number-ofdisks

Number of disks available in the storage pool.

size-bytes

Size of the storage pool in bytes.

sizegigabytes

Size of the storage pool in gigabytes.

capacitybytes

Total capacity of the storage pool in bytes.
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capacitygigabytes

Total capacity of the storage pool in gigabytes.

availablecapacitybytes

Number of bytes available in the storage pool.

availablecapacitygigabytes

Number of gigabytes available in the storage pool.

consumedcapacitybytes

Total size in bytes of the space actually allocated or reserved.

consumedcapacitygigabytes

Total size in gigabytes of the space actually allocated or reserved.

subscribedcapacitybytes

Total host visible capacity in bytes.

subscribedcapacitygigabytes

Total host visible capacity in gigabytes.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>11185</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>736</line-count>
<pool-count>39</pool-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-pools>
<storage-pool>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
<raid-group>0000</raid-group>
<raid-level>RAID5</raid-level>
<disk-names>
<disk-name>0_0_5</disk-name>
<disk-name>0_0_6</disk-name>
<disk-name>0_0_7</disk-name>
<disk-name>0_0_8</disk-name>
<disk-name>0_0_9</disk-name>
</disk-names>
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<disk-types>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
</disk-types>
<number-of-disks>5</number-of-disks>
<size-bytes>717513625600</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>668.237</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>574010884096</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>534.589</capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>525449887744</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>489.363</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>48560996352</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>45.226</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>48560996352</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>45.226</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
</storage-pool>
<storage-pool>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
<raid-group>0001</raid-group>
<raid-level>RAID1</raid-level>
<disk-names>
<disk-name>07A:C0</disk-name>
<disk-name>08A:D0</disk-name>
<disk-name>07B:D0</disk-name>
<disk-name>08B:C0</disk-name>
<disk-name>07C:C0</disk-name>
<disk-name>08C:D0</disk-name>
<disk-name>07D:D0</disk-name>
<disk-name>08D:C0</disk-name>
</disk-names>
<disk-types>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
</disk-types>
<number-of-disks>8</number-of-disks>
<size-bytes>8001639077120</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>7452.107</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>7899138486944</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>7356.646</capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>7724680082080</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>7194.169</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>174458404864</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>162.477</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>147600375808</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>137.464</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
</storage-pool>
<storage-pool>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>TP</pool-type>
<thin-pool>ThinPool</thin-pool>
<raid-level>RAID1</raid-level>
<data-devices>

<data-device>0008C</data-device>
<data-device>000CB</data-device>
</data-devices>
<number-of-data-devices>1</number-of-data-devices>
<size-bytes>1284243456</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>1.196</size-gigabytes>
<capacity-bytes>1284243456</capacity-bytes>
<capacity-gigabytes>1.196</capacity-gigabytes>
<available-capacity-bytes>1275592704</available-capacity-bytes>
<available-capacity-gigabytes>1.188</available-capacity-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>8650752</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0.008</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<subscribed-capacity-bytes>8650752</subscribed-capacity-bytes>
<subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>0.008</subscribed-capacity-gigabytes>
</storage-pool>
</storage-pools>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: create-storage-pool
The create-storage-pool operation sends a request to the EMC SMI-S Provider to create a new
storage pool (RAID Group or Thin Pool) in a specified storage system.
The create-storage-pool operation creates a pool whose RAID type is "Unbound", which means
that it can be chosen later when the first LUN is created.

Adapter Request Elements for 'create-storage-pool' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-storage-pool.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
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In general, it is recommended that storage pools are manually created and configured by the SAN
administrators because it is not a repetitive operation.

Definition

timeout-secs

Required

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

pool-type

Specifies the type of the pool to be created.
Valid value: RG, or TP
Default value: On Symmetrix systems, TP will be considered as the
default pool type, while on CLARiiON systems, RG will be considered as
the default pool type.

No

disk-type

Specifies the type of the disks that must be used to create the storage pool. No
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

thin-poolname

Specifies the name of the thin pool that must be created. This element is
applicable only if the 'pool-type' is TP. There is a constrain in the length of
the pool name. By default, only the first 12 characters will be considered.
Valid value: Any valid string
Default value: None.

No

synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no
Default value: yes

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

raid-level

Specifies the RAID level of the storage pool to be created, or the number of
disks for the storage pool, or the disk names/LUN name(s) to use to create
the storage pool.
Valid value: Any value. Please refer to the get-raid-level operation to
retrieve a list of available RAID levels, or the get-disk operation to
retrieve a list of available disks, or to the get-lun operation to retrieve
the available LUN
Default value: None
If no value is specified, the storage pool is created with an "Unbound"
RAID level. This means that the RAID level of the storage pool will be
definitely assigned upon the first LUN creation.
Important Information

Yes

OR
number-ofdisks
OR
disk-name
OR
lun-name

1. When the number of disks is user-specified (manually), the RAID level is
automatically selected and the disk name are automatically selected
according to the information provided in the following table:
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Definition

For CLARiiON
Storage
Systems Only

Required

Number of Disks

RAID Level

2

RAID 1

3 or greater

RAID 5

2. When the RAID level is user-specified (manually, the number of disk and
the disk name is automatically selected according to the information
provided in the following table.
RAID Level

Number of Disks

RAID 0

3

RAID 1

2

RAID 1/0

2

RAID 3

5

RAID 5

3

RAID 6

4

3. When the disk name is user-specified (manually), the RAID level must
also be manually specified. If the RAID level is not provided, then the
create-storage-pool operation creates a pool whose RAID level type is
"Unbound", which means that it can be chosen later when the first LUN
is created.

OR
lun-name

Specifies the RAID level, or the LUN name(s), or the size-bytes used to
create the storage pool.
Valid value: Any value. Please refer to the get-raid-level operation to
retrieve the list of available RAID levels, or to the get-lun operation to
retrieve the available LUN(s) of type Data Device.
Default value: None

OR
Important Information
size-bytes

For
SYMMETRIX
Storage
Systems Only

1. When the RAID level is user-specified (manually), the element size-bytes
must be specified, in order to create a new data device with the
requested RAID level.
2. When the size-bytes is user-specified (manually) and the RAID level is
not specified then the default RAID level of the primordial pool is
considered.
3. When the LUN name is user-specified (manually), the specified LUNs are
used to create the pool.
Note: make sure the specified LUN(s) is(are) of type data device and
created from the same type of disk group.

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-storage-pool' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-storage-pool</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<pool-type>RG</pool-type>
<disk-name>0_0_0</disk-name>
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raid-level

<disk-name>0_0_1</disk-name>
<disk-name>0_0_6</disk-name>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
<job-completion-timeout-secs>180</job-completion-timeout-secs>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'create-storage-pool' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
raid-group

Name of the RAID group.

job-id

Number identifying the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the job status.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>25422</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-pools>
< storage-pool>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0003</raid-group>
<job-id>260920567</job-id>
<job-status>Completed</job-status>
<job-status-description>Completed – Storage pool Create</job-status-description>
</storage-pool>
</storage-pools>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'create-storage-pool' Operation

Operation: delete-storage-pool
The delete-storage-pool operation sends a request to the EMC SMI-S Provider to remove an
existing storage pool.

Use cautiously because all LUNs that belong to the storage pool and their corresponding data will be
destroyed.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-storage-pool.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

raid-group
or
thin-pool

Specifies the RAID group name or thin-pool name to be deleted.
Valid value: None
Default value: None

No

synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no
Default value: yes

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No
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Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-storage-pool' Operation

Definition

Required

Default Value: 180 seconds

Sample Adapter Request for 'delete-storage-pool' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-storage-pool</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0003</raid-group>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
<job-completion-timeout-secs>180</job-completion-timeout-secs>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-storage-pool' Operation
Description

raid-group

Name of the RAID group.

job-id

Number identifying the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-storage-pool' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>25422</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-pools>
<storage-pool>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0003</raid-group>
<job-id>260920567</job-id>
<job-status>Completed</job-status>
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storageName of the storage system.
system-name

<job-status-description>Completed – Storage pool Delete</job-status-description>
</storage-pool>
</storage-pools>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: expand-storage-pool
The expand-storage-pool operation enables administrators to increase the available space in an
existing pool for a storage system.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: expand-storage-pool.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be
collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

thin-pool

Specifies the thin pool name that must be expanded.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default Value: None.

Yes

lun-name

Specifies the LUN names of type data device or the raw size in bytes that is
used to expand the pool.
Valid value: None.
Default Value: None.

Yes

OR
size-bytes

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no
Default value: yes

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No
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Adapter Request Elements for 'expand-storage-pool' Operation

Sample Adapter Request for 'expand-storage-pool' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>expand-storage-pool</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<thin-pool>TP_Demo</thin-pool>
<size-bytes>209715200</size-bytes>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
<job-completion-timeout-secs>300</job-completion-timeout-secs>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'expand-storage-pool' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
job-id

Number identifying the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the job status.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>154360</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>5</line-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-pools>
<storage-pool>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<thin-pool>TP_Demo</thin-pool>
<job-id>208985045</job-id>
<job-status>Completed</job-status>
<job-status-description>Completed - Pool Expand</job-status-description>
</storage-pool>
</storage-pools>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'expand-storage-pool' Operation

</emc-storage-response>

Operation: get-raid-level
The get-raid-level operation lists the available RAID Levels that can be configured for a new
storage pool with the create-storage-pool operation.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-raid-level.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify the following element to retrieve specific information. If this element is not specified, then
all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-raid-level' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-raid-level</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name />
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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Adapter Request Elements for 'get-raid-level' Operation

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-raid-level' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
raid-level

RAID levels supported by the storage system.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>436</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>13</line-count>
<storage-system-count>2</storage-system-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<raid-level-list>
<storage-systems>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-levels>
<raid-level>RAID0</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID1</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID10</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID3</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID5</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID6</raid-level>
</raid-levels>
</storage-systems>
<storage-systems>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<raid-levels>
<raid-level>RAID1</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID5</raid-level>
<raid-level>RAID6</raid-level>
</raid-levels>
</storage-systems>
</raid-level-list>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'get-raid-level' Operation

Disk Operations
Operation: get-disk
The get-disk operation lets administrators get the list of physical disks and their characteristics in
the specified array. It is possible to specify the exact disk to be listed with the <disk> property or
the RAID group the disk is a member of with the <raid-group> property.

The get-disk operation is necessary before creating a RAID Group or Thin Pool using the create-storage-pool
operation. To see whether a disk is already a member of a RAID Group or Thin Pool, you will need to check
the presence of the <raid-group> or <thin-pool> tag of the adapter response.

If all options are left blank, the get-disk operation will list all the physical disks installed in all the disk arrays
managed by the EMC SMI-S Provider.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-disk.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
disk-name

Disk Operations

Specifies the user defined disk name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-disk operation to list the valid
values of this field.
Default value: None.
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Adapter Request Elements for 'get-disk' Operation

Definition

Required

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

raid-group or
thin-pool

Return only the disk(s) that are associated with this RAID group or thin
pool.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

No

disk-type

Returns only the disk(s) that are of specified type.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-disk' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-disk</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name />
<disk-name />
<disk-type />
<raid-group />
<thin-pool />
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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Adapter Response Elements for 'get-disk' Operation
Description

disk-name

Name of the disk.

disk-type

Type of disk.

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
raid-group

Name of the RAID group.

size-bytes

Size of the disk in bytes.

sizegigabytes

Size of the disk in gigabytes.

model

Model of the disk.

vendor

Name of the vendor.

operationalstatus

Operational status of the disk.
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Description

operationalstatusdescription

Additional information about the status of the disk.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>9126</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>2300</line-count>
<disk-count>231</disk-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<disks>
<disk>
<disk-name>0_0_0</disk-name>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0001</raid-group>
<size-bytes>143537471488</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>133.68</size-gigabytes>
<model>STT14685 CLAR146</model>
<vendor>SEAGATE</vendor>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</disk>
<disk>
<disk-name>0_0_1</disk-name>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0001</raid-group>
<size-bytes>143537471488</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>133.68</size-gigabytes>
<model>STT14685 CLAR146</model>
<vendor>SEAGATE</vendor>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</disk>
<disk>
<disk-name>07A:C0</disk-name>
<disk-type>SATA</disk-type>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<thin-pool>TP_R6_G2_FC</thin-pool>
<size-bytes>1000204884640</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>931.513</size-gigabytes>
<model>ST310003CLAR1000</model>
<vendor>SATAST</vendor>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'get-disk' Operation

<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</disk>
<disk>
<disk-name>07B:C3</disk-name>
<disk-type>FC</disk-type>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<thin-pool>joezr</thin-pool>
<size-bytes>439049727480</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>408.897</size-gigabytes>
<model>STE45085 CLAR450</model>
<vendor>SEAGATE</vendor>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</disk>
</disks>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

LUN Operations
The following operations allow administrators to automate the manipulation of LUNs in the EMC
disk arrays through the EMC SMI-S Provider.

create-lun, to create a new LUN in a storage system
get-lun, to list the existing LUNs and their characteristics
delete-lun, to remove an existing LUN for a storage system
expand-lun, to allocate additional space to a LUN

Operation: get-lun
The get-lun operation lists the available LUNs in the specified storage system, as well as their
characteristics. This operation is helpful to get the characteristics and ID of a LUN that needs to be
"mapped" to a new host.
The table below describes the input properties for this request. If not specified, the valid value
for an element should be assumed to be any string.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes
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The supported operations for LUNs are:

Definition

Required

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

lun-name

Specifies the user defined LUN name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

No

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined array name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

raid-group
or
thin-pool

Return only the LUN(s) that are associated with this RAID group or thin
pool.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

No

lun-type

Returns only the lun(s) that are of requested type.
Valid value: Data Device, Thin Device, Regular Device (LUN), Reserved by
the ComputerSystem (Vault).
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-lun' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
<lun-name/>
<raid-group/>
<thin-pool/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-lun' Operation
Description

lun-name

Name of the LUN.

lun-elementname

User friendly name of the LUN.

lun-type

Type of LUN.

raid-level

RAID level.

raid-group

Name of the RAID group.

size-bytes

Size of the LUN in bytes.

sizegigabytes

Size of the LUN in gigabytes.

consumedcapacitybytes

Total size in bytes of the space actually allocated or reserved.

consumedcapacitygigabytes

Total size in gigabytes of the space actually allocated or reserved.

currentcontroller

Current controller being used to access the LUN.

composite

Indicates whether the LUN is a composite.

operationalstatus

Operational status of the LUN.
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storageName of the storage system.
system-name

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-lun' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>23088</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>3873</line-count>
<lun-count>321</lun-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
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<lun-name>00000</lun-name>
<lun-element-name>LUN 0</lun-element-name>
<lun-type>Regular Device (LUN)</lun-type>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-level>RAID5</raid-level>
<raid-group>0000</raid-group>
<size-bytes>32212254720</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>30</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>32212254720</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>30</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<current-controller>SP_B</current-controller>
<composite>yes</composite>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
</lun>
<lun>
<lun-name>00002</lun-name>
<lun-element-name>Volume 00002</lun-element-name>
<lun-type>Reserved by the ComputerSystem (Vault)</lun-type>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<raid-level>Other RAID Level</raid-level>
<raid-group>0002</raid-group>
<size-bytes>5368709120</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>5</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>5368709120</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>5</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<composite>no</composite>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
</lun>
<lun>
<lun-name>0009D</lun-name>
<lun-element-name>Volume 0009D</lun-element-name>
<lun-type>Data Device</lun-type>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<raid-level>RAID5</raid-level>
<raid-group>0001</raid-group>
<size-bytes>2147745792</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>2</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>2147745792</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>2</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<composite>no</composite>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
</lun>
<lun>
<lun-name>0009C</lun-name>
<lun-element-name>Volume 0009C</lun-element-name>
<lun-type>Thin Device</lun-type>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<raid-level>RAID1</raid-level>
<thin-pool>TestThinPool</thin-pool>
<size-bytes>210370560</size-bytes>
<size-gigabytes>0.196</size-gigabytes>
<consumed-capacity-bytes>786432</consumed-capacity-bytes>
<consumed-capacity-gigabytes>0.001</consumed-capacity-gigabytes>
<composite>no</composite>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: create-lun
The create-lun operation triggers the creation of a volume (generally called a LUN) in the
specified RAID Group or Thin Pool in the specified storage system.
Once a LUN has been created, it usually needs to be added to a storage group so that a server (a
host) can access the newly created volume.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

size-bytes

Specifies the size of the LUN to be created.
Example value: 1073741824
Default value: None.

No

raid-group
or
thin-pool

Specifies the correct RAID group name or thin pool name on which the LUN
must be created. The RAID group or thin pool must already exist.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None

No

element-type

Specifies the type of LUN (Thin or Traditional) to be created.
Valid value: 2 = Traditional, 5 = Thin
Default value: 2

No
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Adapter Request Elements for 'create-lun' Operation

Definition

Required

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
the EMC SMI-S Provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous'
element is set to yes, the adapter waits until the job completes. Otherwise
the job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no
Default value: yes

No

number-ofluns

Number of LUNs to be created
Valid value: numeric value
Default value: 1

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-lun' Operation

Adapter Response Elements for 'create-lun' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
raid-group

Name of the RAID group.

lun-name

Name of the LUN.

size-bytes

Size of the LUN in bytes.

job-id

Number identifying the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-lun' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
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<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0003</raid-group>
<size-bytes>104857180</size-bytes>
<number-of-luns>5</number-of-luns>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>25422</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0003</raid-group>
<lun-name>00018</lun-name>
<size-bytes>104857180</size-bytes>
<job-id>260920567</job-id>
<job-status>Completed</job-status>
<job-status-description>Completed - Volume Create</job-status-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: delete-lun
The delete-lun operation is typically used when decommissioning a server that was using storage
space in a disk array.

Use this operation cautiously as it cannot be undone.

The table below describes the input properties for this request. If not specified, the value for an
element should be assumed to be any string.

Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-lun' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes
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The delete-lun operation sends a query to the EMC SMI-S Provider to remove an existing LUN
from a storage system. All the data in the specified volume are destroyed.

Definition

Required

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
Yes
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

lun-name

Specifies the name of the LUN that must be deleted.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Wait until the job completes.
Valid value: yes | no
Default value: yes

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

Sample Adapter Request for Multiple 'delete-lun' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00018</lun-name>
<lun-name>00018</lun-name>
<lun-name>00020</lun-name>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-lun' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
lun-name

Name of the deleted LUN.

job-id

Number identifying the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>18187</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>5</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00018</lun-name>
<job-id>260920594</job-id>
<job-status-description>Completed - Volume Delete</job-status-description>
<job-status>Completed</job-status>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: expand-lun
The expand-lun operation sends a query to the EMC SMI-S Provider to increase the size of an
existing LUN. This operation requires to specify the name of the LUN to be expanded as well as
the size of the expansion.
Expanding an existing LUN consists in creating a new LUN and then a metaLUN from the existing
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Sample Adapter Response for Multiple 'delete-lun' Operation

one and the new one. Storage groups for the initial LUN are automatically re-mapped to the
metaLUN and the operation is therefore transparent to the hosts.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: expand-lun.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
the EMC SMI-S Provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous'
element is set to yes, the adapter waits until the job completes. Otherwise
the job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no
Default value: yes

No

compositetype

Specifies the type of composite element to create
Valid value: 2 - Concatenate element; 3 - Stripe element
Default value: null

No

lun-name

Specifies the LUN names that have to be expanded.
Valid value: None
Default value: None

Yes

size-bytes

Specifies the size (in Bytes) that should be expanded.
Valid value: numeric value
Default value: None

Yes
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Adapter Request Elements for 'expand-lun' Operation

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Definition

Required

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'expand-lun' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>expand-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00013</lun-name>
<composite-type>2</composite-type>
<lun-name>00013</lun-name>
<size-bytes>2097152</size-bytes>
<synchronous>no</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'expand-lun' Operation
Description

job-id

Number identifying the job.

job-output

Job output.

BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage Version 1.2.00

storageName of the storage system.
system-name

Sample Adapter Response for 'expand-lun' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>172</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>3</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<job-id>260920613</job-id>
<job-output>4096 (Job Queued)</job-output>
</lun>
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</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Job Operations
As described in the Monitor Adapter chapter, most operations of the Actor Adapter, when
configured to run in asynchronous mode, return immediately after the request is sent to the EMC
SMI-S Provider and provide simply an ID of the job that has been created accordingly. It is then up
to the higher-level workflow to check on the completion and status of this job to evaluate
whether the operation succeeded or not.
There is only one single job-related operation available: get-job, which lists the jobs in the EMC
SMI-S Provider and returns the current status of each of them.

Operation: get-job
The get-job operation lets a workflow determine the current status of a job that was previously
triggered by an earlier operation, such as create-lun, create-storage-pool, etc.

When no job-id value is provided, the operation lists all of the jobs in the EMC SMI-S Provider,
pending, running and completed. The list can become very long when a lot of activity has taken
place with the EMC SMI-S Provider.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-job' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-job.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
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The get-job operation is typically used in a loop to continuously check the status of a pending job
and wait for its completion before starting another operation that depends on the success of a
previous step (like assigning hosts to a LUN, only once the LUN has been successfully created).

Definition

Required

Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

job-id

Specifies the user defined job id
Valid value: Any valid number.
Default value: None

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-job' Operation
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<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-job</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
<job-id/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-job' Operation
Description

job-id

Number identifying the job.

jobdescription

Detailed information about the job.

job-status

Status of the job.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-job' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
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Storage Group Operations
The Storage Group Operations described below help administrators assign LUNs to specific hosts
(or servers). By default, when a volume is created it is not visible to any host. It is necessary to
specifically define which hosts can access the new volume.
Storage Groups are logical entities in the EMC SMI-S Provider that describe which hosts can
access which volumes through which controller port. A Storage Group contains hosts and LUNs.
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<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>31</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>39</line-count>
<job-count>7</job-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<jobs>
<job>
<job-id>260918743</job-id>
<job-description>Volume Create</job-description>
<job-status>Completed - Volume Create</job-status>
<job-status-descriptions>
<job-status-description>Completed</job-status-description>
<job-status-description>OK</job-status-description>
</job-status-descriptions>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>260920567</job-id>
<job-description>Volume Create</job-description>
<job-status>Completed - Volume Create</job-status>
<job-status-descriptions>
<job-status-description>Completed</job-status-description>
<job-status-description>OK</job-status-description>
</job-status-descriptions>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>260920594</job-id>
<job-description>Volume Delete</job-description>
<job-status>Completed - Volume Delete</job-status>
<job-status-descriptions>
<job-status-description>Completed</job-status-description>
<job-status-description>OK</job-status-description>
</job-status-descriptions>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>260920613</job-id>
<job-status>Failed - Composite Volume Create</job-status>
<job-status-description>StorConfigChgControl commit failed|f4246|An error from a sub-lib
</job>
</jobs>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Hosts in a Storage Group can access all LUNs that are members of the same group.
The following Storage Group-related operations are supported:
create-storage-group, to create a new Storage Group
get-storage-group, to list the defined Storage Group and see which hosts can access which
LUNs
delete-storage-group, to delete an existing Storage Group
add-host-to-storage-group, to link a host to an existing Storage Group
add-lun-to-storage-group, to link a LUN to an existing Storage Group
add-port-to-storage-group, to create an additional path visible to the set of hosts
remove-host-from-storage-group, to remove a host from an existing Storage Group
remove-lun-from-storage-group, to remove a LUN from an existing Storage Group
get-host, to list all the host and their characteristics in a specific Storage Group
get-port, to list of the controller ports of a Storage Group

Operation: get-storage-group
The get-storage-group operation lists all of the defined Storage Groups in the EMC SMI-S
Provider (or in the specified storage system). The result of this operation provides a
comprehensive view of which host can access which LUN through which controller port.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-storage-group' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
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This operation is a mandatory step in the scenario of decommissioning a server and its associated
storage volumes.

Definition

Required

Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

port-name

Specifies the user defined port name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-port operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

No

lun-name

Specifies the user defined lun name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

No

storagegroup-name

Specifies the user defined storage group name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-goup operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

wwn

Returns the complete information of the host group(s) to which this
specific wwn is associated. When the "wwn" element is not present, the
command reports on all host groups.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

iqn

Returns the complete information of the host group(s) to which this
specific iSCSI host is associated. When the "iqn" element is not present,
the command reports on all host groups.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

device-groupname

Returns the complete information of the host group(s) to which this
specific device-group is associated. This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

initiatorgroup-name

Returns the complete information of the host group(s) to which this
specific initiator-group is associated. This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

port-groupname

Returns the complete information of the host group(s) to which this
specific port-group is associated. This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

Storage Group Operations
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-storage-group' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name />
<storage-group-name/>
<lun-name/>
<port-name/>
<wwn />
<iqn />
<device-group-name />
<initiator-group-name />
<port-group-name />
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-storage-group' Operation
Description

storagegroup-name

Name of the storage group.

lun-name

Name of the LUN.

port-name

Name of the port.

iqn

iSCSI host that belongs to the storage group.

wwn

WWN that belongs to the storage group.

fast-policyname

Name of the FAST policy that is associated with the specified device-group-name.

devicegroup-name

Name of the device group that specifies the associated LUN.

initiatorgroup-name

Name of the initiator group that specifies the associated WWN.

port-groupname

Name of the port group.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-storage-group' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
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storageName of the storage system.
system-name

Storage Group Operations
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<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>33165</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>144</line-count>
<storage-group-count>15</storage-group-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>testiScsi</storage-group-name>
<lun-name>02044</lun-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>SP_A:2</port-name>
<port-name>SP_B:2</port-name>
</port-names>
<iqn>iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:pnetag.internal.sentrysoftware.net</iqn>
</storage-group>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>10000000C96EB8DA</storage-group-name>
<lun-name>00001</lun-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>SP_A:1</port-name>
<port-name>SP_B:1</port-name>
</port-names>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
</storage-group>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Locke2</storage-group-name>
<lun-name>0013E</lun-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>FA-7E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7E:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7F:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7F:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8F:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8F:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7G:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7H:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7H:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8H:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8H:1</port-name>
</port-names>
<wwn>2100001B328F5C54</wwn>
<fast-policy-name>FP_SSD</fast-policy-name>
<device-group-name>LUN_Locke2</device-group-name>
<initiator-group-name>WWN_Locke2</initiator-group-name>
<port-group-name>Port_Locke2</port-group-name>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>

</emc-storage-response>

Operation: create-storage-group
The create-storage-group operation creates the association link between a LUN, a host and a
controller port which allows the host to access the LUN through the specified port. It is an
important step of the process of allocating storage to a server.
Storage Groups also control through which port of the disk array a host can access a LUN. In most
classic cases, hosts will need to be able to access a given LUN through all ports of the disk array.
So, the create-storage-group operation creates a storage group by exposing the LUN through the
specified ports. If no ports are specified then the LUN will be exposed through all the ports of the
disk array.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
lun-name

Specifies the user defined lun name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes
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Adapter Request Elements for 'create-storage-group' Operation

Required

wwn

Specify the WWNs to which the LUN must be assigned. Several WWNs can
be specified by using the <wwn> element several times.
Valid value: Any valid string of 16 hexadecimal digits.
Default value: None.

Yes

iqn

Specifies the name of the iSCSI host(s) to which the LUN(s) must be
associated. Several iSCSI hosts can be specified by using the <iqn>
element.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

host-name

Specifies the name of the host that owns the specified WWNs.
Valid value: Any value.
Default value: None.

No

hostipaddress

Specifies the IP address of the host that owns the specified WWNs.
Valid value: any valid IP address
Default value: None.

No

storagegroup-name

Specifies the user defined storage group name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-goup operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

disconnecthost-fromother-group

If the specified host is associated with any other storage group, this key
value is set to ‘yes’ to disconnect the host from other storage group. This
element is applicable only on CLARiiON disk arrays.
Valid value: yes or no
Default value: no

No

device-groupname

Specifies the name of the device group that is to be created with the
specified LUN(s) masked in it. This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

initiatorgroup-name

Specifies the name of the initiator group that is to be created with the
specified Host(s)[wwn/iqn] masked in it. This element is applicable only
on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

port-groupname

Specifies the name of the port group that is to be created with the specified No
Port name(s) masked in it. This element is applicable only on Symmetrix
arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

port-name

Specifies the name of the FC/Ethernet port(s) through which the LUN(s)
must be exposed to the Host(s). This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or higher.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.
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Definition

Definition

Required

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

initiatorgroup-tocascade

Specifies the name of the existing initiator group(s) that has to be
cascaded with the specified initiator-group-name. This element is
applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

fast-policyname

Specifies the name of the FAST Policy that must be associated with the
specified device-group-name. This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-storage-group' Operation

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00012</lun-name>
<lun-name>00011</lun-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02 Group 4</storage-group-name>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
<host-name>pascal</host-name>
<host-ipaddress>172.10.16.14</host-ipaddress>
<disconnect-host-from-other-group>yes</disconnect-host-from-other-group>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Sample 2: Creating a Storage Group (Symmetrix Arrays)
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>SG_Test</storage-group-name>
<fast-policy-name>SATA_FC_SSD</fast-policy-name>
<lun-name>0030A</lun-name>
<wwn>21000024FF04B66C</wwn>
<device-group-name>DG_Test</device-group-name>
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Sample 1: Creating a Storage Group (Clariion Arrays)

<initiator-group-name>IG_Test</initiator-group-name>
<port-group-name>PG_Test</port-group-name>
<initiator-group-to-cascade>Pascal</initiator-group-to-cascade>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'create-storage-group' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
lun-name

Name of the LUN.

wwn

WWN that belongs to the storage group.

createstoragegroup-status

Status of the operation.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-storage-group' Operation

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>46187</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>8</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>00012</lun-name>
<lun-name>00011</lun-name>
</lun-names>
<wwns>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
</wwns>
<create-storage-group-status>0 (Success)</create-storage-group-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>
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Sample 1: Creating a Storage Group (Clariion Arrays)

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>11357</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>12</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>SG_Test</storage-group-name>
<lun-name>0030A</lun-name>
<wwn>21000024FF04B66C</wwn>
<fast-policy-name>SATA_FC_SSD</fast-policy-name>
<device-group-name>DG_Test</device-group-name>
<initiator-group-name>IG_Test</initiator-group-name>
<initiator-group-to-cascade>Pascal</initiator-group-to-cascade>
<port-group-name>PG_Test</port-group-name>
<create-storage-group-status>Completed</create-storage-group-status>
<job-id>4134665155</job-id>
<job-status-description>Completed - Create Masking View</job-status-description>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: delete-storage-group
The delete-storage-group operation destroys an association between a LUN, a host and a
controller port.

This operation is to be used cautiously as hosts members of the specified Storage Group may no longer
be able to access the associated LUNs.

No data is destroyed in the process.
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Sample 2: Creating a Storage Group (Symmetrix Arrays)

Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-storage-group' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

storageSpecifies the name of the storage group that must be deleted or the host
group-name
(wwn/iqn) that must be unassociated from the host group. if no other host
or wwn or iqn is associated to this host group then the host group itself will be deleted.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

delete-device- Specifies whether the associated device group must be deleted or not. This
group
element is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or
above.
Valid value: true or false.
Default value: true

No
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Definition

Required

deleteinitiatorgroup

Specifies whether the associated initiator group must be deleted or not.
This element is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity
5874 or above.
Valid value: true or false.
Default value: true.

No

delete-portgroup

Specifies whether the associated port group must be deleted or not. This
element is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or
above.
Valid value: true or false.
Default value: true.

No

If the host (wwn/iqn) name is provided then the specified host will be deleted from all the host groups.
- If the host group name is provided then the specified host group will be deleted
- If both host (wwn/iqn) and host group name are provided then the specified host (wwn/iqn) will be
considered.

Sample Adapter Request for 'delete-storage-group' Operation

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02 Group 4</storage-group-name>
</wwn>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
</request-data>

Sample 2: Deleting a Storage Group (Symmetrix Arrays)
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>SG_Test</storage-group-name>
<device-group-name>false</device-group-name>
<initiator-group-name>false</initiator-group-name>
<port-group-name>false</port-group-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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Sample 1: Deleting a Storage Group (Clariion Arrays)

Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-storage-group' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
storagegroup-name

Name of the deleted storage group.

wwn

WWN that belongs to the storage group.

deletestoragegroup-status

Status of the operation.

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-storage-group' Operation

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>40406</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>7</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02 Group 4</storage-group-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
<wwn>2100001B3297C902</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
</wwns>
<delete-storage-group-status>0 (Success)</delete-storage-group-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Sample 2: Deleting a Storage Group (Symmetrix Arrays)
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
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Sample 1: Deleting a Storage Group (Clariion Arrays)

Operation: get-masking-group
The get-masking-group operation lists all the masking group.

This operation is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.

Adapter Request Elements for 'get-masking-group' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-masking-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.

No
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</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>17316</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>13</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>SG_Test</storage-group-name>
<lun-name>0030A</lun-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>21000024FF04B66C</wwn>
<wwn>2000001B321E5A95</wwn>
<wwn>2000001B321E1B98</wwn>
</wwns>
<device-group-name>DG_Test</device-group-name>
<initiator-group-name>IG_Test</initiator-group-name>
<port-group-name>PG_Test</port-group-name>
<job-id>4134665121</job-id>
<delete-storage-group-status>Completed</delete-storage-group-status>
<job-status-description>Completed - Delete Masking View</job-status-description>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>

Definition

Required

Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

username

Specifies the login name used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'username' specified in the adapter request overrides the value specified
in adapter configuration.
Valid value: None.
Default Value: None.

No

password

Specifies the password used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'password' specified in the adapter request overrides the value specified
in the adapter configuration.
Valid value: None.
Default Value: None.

No

protocol

Specifies the protocol used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'protocol' specified in the adapter request overrides the value specified in
the adapter configuration.
Valid value: HTTPS or HTTP
Default Value: None.

No

port

Specifies the port number used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'port' specified in the adapter request overrides the value specified in the
adapter configuration.
Valid value: A valid numeric value.
Default Value: None.

No

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to EMC
SMI-S provider times out. The 'timeout-secs' specified in the adapter
request overrides the value specified in the adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no 'timeout-secs' is provided in adapter
configuration.

No

storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be
collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Required

storagegroup-name

Returns the complete information of the masking group that is associated
with the specified storage group. When the "storage-group-name" element
is not present, the command reports on all masking groups.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

device-groupname

Returns the complete information of the specified device-group-name. This
element is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or
above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

lun-name

Returns the complete information of the masking group that is associated
with the specified LUN. When the "lun-name" element is not present, the
command reports on all masking groups.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

No

fast-policyname

Returns the complete information of the masking group that is associated
with the specified FAST policy. This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

port-groupname

Returns the complete information of the specified port-group-name. This
element is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or
above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

port-name

Returns the complete information of the masking group that is associated
with the specified port. When the "port-name" element is not present, the
command reports on all masking groups.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

initiatorgroup-name

Returns the complete information of the specified initiator-group-name.
This element is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity
5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

wwn

Returns the complete information of the masking group that is associated
with the specified WWN. When the "wwn" element is not present, the
command reports on all masking groups.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

iqn

Returns the complete information of the masking group that is associated
with the specified iSCSI. When the "iqn" element is not present, the
command reports on all masking groups.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No
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Definition

Definition

cascadedinitiatorgroup-name

Required

Returns the complete information of the masking group that is associated No
with the specified cascaded Initiator group. When the "cascaded-initiatorgroup-name" element is not present, the command reports on all masking
groups.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-masking-group' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-masking-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name/>
<storage-group-name/>
<device-group-name/>
<lun-name/>
<fast-policy-name/>
<initiator-group-name/>
<wwn/>
<iqn/>
<cascaded-initiator-group-name />
<port-group-name/>
<port-name/>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Description

devicegroup-name

Name of the device group.

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
storagegroup-name

Name of the storage groups.

lun-name

Name of the LUN associated to the created device group.

fast-policyname

Name of the FAST policy associated with the device group.

port-groupname

Name of the created port group.

port-name

Name of the port.

initiatorgroup-name

Name of the created Initiator group.

wwn

Name of the host.
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Adapter Response Elements for 'get-masking-group' Operation

Description

cascadedinitiatorgroup-name

Name of the existing initiator group that is cascaded with the Initiator group.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>5866</execution-milliseconds>
<masking-group-count>3</masking-group-count>
<line-count>405</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<masking-groups>
<masking-group>
<device-groups>
<device-group>
<device-group-name>ucs-manager-sg</device-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>ucs-manager-vn</storage-group-name>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>00144</lun-name>
<lun-name>00145</lun-name>
</lun-names>
</device-group>
<device-group>
<device-group-name>SG-PC20-DONTTOUCH</device-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>PC20-DONTTOUCH</storage-group-name>
<lun-name>0007A</lun-name>
</device-group>
<device-group>
<device-group-name>dg_pc14</device-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>sg_pc14</storage-group-name>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>00066</lun-name>
<lun-name>0006C</lun-name>
</lun-names>
</device-group>
<device-group>
<device-group-name>PC02-Hamster</device-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02-Hamster</storage-group-name>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>00030</lun-name>
<lun-name>00070</lun-name>
<lun-name>00082</lun-name>
<lun-name>000EC</lun-name>
<lun-name>000F0</lun-name>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'get-masking-group' Operation
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<lun-name>00131</lun-name>
</lun-names>
</device-group>
<device-group>
<device-group-name>Pascal</device-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Pascal</storage-group-name>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>0005F</lun-name>
<lun-name>00073</lun-name>
<lun-name>00074</lun-name>
<lun-name>0007C</lun-name>
<lun-name>00083</lun-name>
<lun-name>002E4</lun-name>
<lun-name>002E5</lun-name>
</lun-names>
</device-group>
<device-group>
<device-group-name>DG_Test</device-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>SG_Test</storage-group-name>
<lun-name>0030A</lun-name>
<fast-policy-name>SATA_FC_SSD</fast-policy-name>
</device-group>
</device-groups>
</masking-group>
<masking-group>
<port-groups>
<port-group>
<port-group-name>carnap</port-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>carnap</storage-group-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>FA-7E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7F:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8F:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7H:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8H:0</port-name>
</port-names>
</port-group>
<port-group>
<port-group-name>ucs-manager-pg</port-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>ucs-manager-vn</storage-group-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>FA-7E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7E:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7H:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7H:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8H:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8H:1</port-name>
</port-names>
</port-group>
<port-group>
<port-group-name>PC02-Hasmter</port-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
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<storage-group-name>PC02-Hamster</storage-group-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>FA-7E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7E:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7F:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7F:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8F:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8F:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7G:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7H:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-7H:1</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8H:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8H:1</port-name>
</port-names>
</port-group>
</port-groups>
</masking-group>
<masking-group>
<initiator-groups>
<initiator-group>
<initiator-group-name>ucs-manager</initiator-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>ucs-manager-vn</storage-group-name>
<wwn>20000025B5000009</wwn>
</initiator-group>
<initiator-group>
<initiator-group-name>IG_Test</initiator-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>SG_Test</storage-group-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>21000024FF04B66C</wwn>
<wwn>2000001B321E5A95</wwn>
<wwn>2000001B321E1B98</wwn>
</wwns>
<cascaded-initiator-group-name>Pascal</cascaded-initiator-group-name>
</initiator-group>
<initiator-group>
<initiator-group-name>Pascal</initiator-group-name>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Pascal</storage-group-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>2000001B321E5A95</wwn>
<wwn>2000001B321E1B98</wwn>
<wwn>21000024FF04B66C</wwn>
</wwns>
<cascaded-initiator-group-name>IG_Test</cascaded-initiator-group-name>
</initiator-group>
</initiator-groups>
</masking-group>
</masking-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: create-masking-group
The operation create-masking-group is a generic process that can be used to create the following
groups:
device-group-name
initiator-group-name
port-group-name
which compose the "Auto-provisioning Groups" on Symmetrix arrays. Auto-provisioning Groups
simplify the creation of the Storage Group (Masking View).

This operation is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: create-masking-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
username

Specifies the login name used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'username' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in
adapter configuration.
Valid value: None.
Default Value: None.

No

password

Specifies the password used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'password' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in
adapter configuration.

No
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Adapter Request Elements for 'create-masking-group' Operation

Definition

Required

protocol

Specifies the protocol used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'protocol' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in
adapter configuration.
Valid value: HTTPS or HTTP
Default Value: None.

No

port

Specifies the port number used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'port' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in adapter
configuration.
Valid value: A valid numeric value.
Default Value: None.

No

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to EMC
SMI-S provider times out. The 'timeout-secs' specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no 'timeout-secs' is provided in adapter
configuration.

No

storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be
collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None

Yes

device-groupname
or
initiatorgroup-name
or
port-groupname

Specify any one of the three group names that has to be created or
modified. This element is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running
Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

fast-policyname

If the device-group-name is specified then provide the name of the FAST
Policy that must be associated with the specified device-group-name.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

lun-name

If the device-group-name is specified then provide the name of the lun(s)
that must be associated to the host (s)(wwn).
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

lun-hostaddress

Specifies the unique address for each LUN associated to the host(s)(wwn).
If this unique address is:
specified, the number of <lun-name> MUST BE EQUAL to the number of
<lun-host-address>. If not, an error message will be displayed.
not specified, the SMI-S provided will automatically generate a unique
value for each <lun-name> provided in a sequential order

No

Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: Automatically generated by the EMC SMI-S Provider.
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Valid value: None.
Default Value: None.

Required

initiatorgroup-tocascade

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the name of the
existing initiator group(s) that has to be cascaded with the specified
initiator-group-name.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

host-name

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the host name of the
wwn to be added.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

hostipaddress

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the IP address of the
of the wwn to be added.
Valid value: any valid IP address
Default value: None.

No

wwn

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the name of the
host(s) to which the LUN(s) must be associated.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

iqn

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the name of the iSCSI
host(s) to which the lun(s) must be associated.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

port-name

If the port-group-name is specified then provide the name of the FC/
Ethernet port(s) through which the LUN(s) must be exposed to the Host(s).
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'create-masking-group' Operation
Sample 1 - Creating a Device Group
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-masking-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<device-group-name>DG_Pc10</device-group-name>
<lun-name>0030A</lun-name>
<fast-policy-name>FP_SSD</fast-policy-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Sample 2 - Creating an Initiator Group
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-masking-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<initiator-group-name>IG_Pc10</initiator-group-name>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<initiator-group-to-cascade>IG_PC05</initiator-group-to-cascade>
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Definition

</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Sample 3 - Creating a Port Group
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-masking-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<port-group-name>PG_Pc10</port-group-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:1</port-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'create-masking-group' Operation
Description

devicegroup-name

Name of the device group.

lun-name

Name of the LUN associated to the created device group.

fast-policyname

Name of the FAST policy associated with the device group.

initiatorgroup-name

Name of the created Initiator group.

wwn

Name of the host.

initiatorgroup-tocascade

Name of the existing initiator group(s) that is cascaded with the Initiator group.

port-groupname

Name of the created port group.

port-name

Name of the port.

createmodifystatus

Status of the operation.

Sample Adapter Response for 'create-masking-group' Operation
Sample 1 - Device Group created
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
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storageName of the storage system.
system-name

<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1419</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<masking-groups>
<masking-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<device-group-name>DG_Pc10</device-group-name>
<lun-name>0030A</lun-name>
<create-modify-status>0 (Success)</create-modify-status>
</masking-group>
</masking-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>2199</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<masking-groups>
<masking-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<initiator-group-name>IG_Pc10</initiator-group-name>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DE</wwn>
<create-modify-status>0 (Success)</create-modify-status>
</masking-group>
</masking-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Sample 3 - Port Group Created
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
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Sample 2 - Initiator group Created

<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>1185</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<masking-groups>
<masking-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<port-group-name>PG_Pc10</port-group-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>FA-8E:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8E:1</port-name>
</port-names>
<create-modify-status>0 (Success)</create-modify-status>
</masking-group>
</masking-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: delete-masking-group
device-group-name
initiator-group-name
port-group-name
which compose the "Auto-provisioning Groups" on Symmetrix arrays. Auto-provisioning Groups
simplify the deletion of the Storage Group (Masking View).

This operation is applicable only on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.

Adapter Request Elements for 'delete-masking-group' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: delete-masking-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.

No
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The operation delete-masking-group is a generic process that can be used to delete the
following groups:

Definition

Required

Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.
timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

username

Specifies the login name used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'username' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in
adapter configuration.
Valid value: None.
Default Value: None.

No

password

Specifies the password used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'password' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in
adapter configuration.
Valid value: None.
Default Value: None.

No

protocol

Specifies the protocol used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'protocol' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in
adapter configuration.
Valid value: HTTPS or HTTP
Default Value: None.

No

port

Specifies the port number used to connect to EMC SMI-S Provider. The
'port' specified in adapter request overrides the value specified in adapter
configuration.
Valid value: A valid numeric value.
Default Value: None.

No

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to EMC
SMI-S provider times out. The 'timeout-secs' specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no 'timeout-secs' is provided in adapter
configuration.

No

storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be
collected.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

device-groupname

Specify any one of the three group names that has to be deleted or
modified.
Valid value: Any valid string.

Yes
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Definition

Default value: None.

fast-policyname

If the device-group-name is specified then provide the name of the FAST
Policy that must be unassociated from the specified device-group-name.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

lun-name

If the device-group-name is specified then provide the name of the lun(s)
that must be unassociated from the host(s)(wwn).
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

initiatorgroup-tocascade

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the name of the
existing initiator group(s) that has to be removed from the specified
initiator-group-name.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

wwn

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the name of the
host(s) from which the lun(s) must be unassociated.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

iqn

If the initiator-group-name is specified then provide the name of the iSCSI
host(s) from which the LUN(s) must be unassociated.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

port-name

If the port-group-name is specified then provide the name of the FC/
Ethernet port(s) that has to be unassociated.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'delete-masking-group' Operation
Sample 1 - Deleting a Device Group
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-masking-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<device-group-name>DG_Pc10</device-group-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Sample 2 - Deleting an Initiator Group
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or
initiatorgroup-name
or
port-groupname

Required

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-masking-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<initiator-group-name>IG_Pc10</initiator-group-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Sample -3 Deleting a Port Group

BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage Version 1.2.00

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-masking-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<port-group-name>PG_Pc10</port-group-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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Adapter Response Elements for 'delete-masking-group' Operation
Description

devicegroup-name

Name of the device group.

lun-name

Name of the LUN unassociated from device group.

fast-policyname

Name of the FAST policy unassociated from the device group.

initiatorgroup-name

Name of the Initiator group.

wwn

Name of the unassociated host.

initiatorgroup-tocascade

Name of the unassociated initiator group(s).

port-groupname

Name of the port group.

port-name

Name of the unassociated port.

createmodifystatus

Status of the operation

Sample Adapter Response for 'delete-masking-group' Operation
Sample 1 - Device Group Deleted
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>3229</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>3</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<masking-groups>
<masking-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<device-group-name>DG_Pc10</device-group-name>
<delete-modify-status>0 (Success)</delete-modify-status>
</masking-group>
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storageName of the storage system.
system-name

</masking-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Sample 2 - Initiator Group Deleted

Sample 3 - Port Group Deleted
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>3260</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>3</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<masking-groups>
<masking-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<port-group-name>PG_Pc10</port-group-name>
<delete-modify-status>0 (Success)</delete-modify-status>
</masking-group>
</masking-groups>
</output>
</response>
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<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>27643</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>3</line-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<masking-groups>
<masking-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<initiator-group-name>IG_Pc10</initiator-group-name>
<delete-modify-status>0 (Success)</delete-modify-status>
</masking-group>
</masking-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: add-host-to-storage-group
The add-host-to-storage-group operation allows additional hosts to access LUNs member of an
existing Storage Group. The operation is typically used when adding an HBA card to an existing
server.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: add-host-to-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

wwn or iqn

Specifies the name of the host(s) that must be associated to the storage
group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

storagegroup-name

Specifies the storage group name to which the host must be added.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-goup operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes
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Adapter Request Elements for 'add-host-to-storage-group' Operation

Definition

Required

disconnecthost-fromother-group

If the specified host is associated with any other storage group, then this
key value is set to ‘yes’ to disconnect the host from other storage group.
This element is applicable only on CLARiiON disk arrays.
Valid value: yes or no
Default value: no

No

host-name

Specifies the host name of the wwn to be added.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None

No

hostipaddress

Specifies the IP address of the of the wwn to be added.
Valid value: any valid IP address
Default value: None.

No

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>add-host-to-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-group-name>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<disconnect-host-from-other-group>no</disconnect-host-from-other-group>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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Sample Adapter Request for 'add-host-to-storage-group' Operation

Adapter Response Elements for 'add-host-to-storage-group' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
wwn

WWN that belongs to the storage group.

add-hoststatus

Status of the operation.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>17749</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-system-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-system-name>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<add-host-status>0 (Success)</add-host-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'add-host-to-storage-group' Operation

Operation: add-lun-to-storage-group
The add-lun-to-storage-group operation makes an additional LUN visible to a set of hosts that
already had access to other LUNs. This operation is typically used when creating an additional
LUN for an existing server.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: add-lun-to-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

lun-name

Specifies the user defined LUN name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

lun-hostaddress

Specifies the unique address for each LUN associated to the host (s)(wwn).
If this unique address is:
specified, the number of <lun-name> MUST BE EQUAL to the number of
<lun-host-address>. If not, an error message will be displayed.
not specified, the SMI-S provided will automatically generate a unique
value for each <lun-name> provided in a sequential order.
Note: On CLARiiON Systems, the <lun-host-address> value must be in Hexa
format. For example, if you want to assign a value 10 then the input must
be like this <lun-host-address>a</lun-host-address>

No
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Adapter Request Elements for 'add-lun-to-storage-group' Operation

Definition

Required

Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: Automatically generated by the EMC SMI-S Provider.
storagegroup-name

Specifies the storage group name to which the lun must be added.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-goup operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. if the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>add-lun-to-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00013</lun-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-group-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'add-lun-to-storage-group' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
lun-name

Name of the LUN.

add-lunstatus

Status of the operation.

Sample Adapter Response for 'add-lun-to-storage-group' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
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Sample Adapter Request for 'add-lun-to-storage-group' Operation

<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>24094</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-system-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00013</lun-name>
<add-lun-status>0 (Success)</add-lun-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: remove-host-from-storage-group
The remove-host-from-storage-group operation prevents a host (or a WWN) to access a set of
LUNs (as defined in an existing Storage Group). This operation is typically used when removing
(or replacing) an HBA card in a server.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: remove-host-from-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.
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Adapter Request Elements for 'remove-host-from-storage-group' Operation

Definition

Required

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

wwn or iqn

Specifies the name of the host(s) that must be un-associated from the
storage group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

storagegroup-name

Specifies the storage group name to which the host must be removed.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

no

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>remove-host-from-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-group-name>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<disconnect-host-from-other-group>no</disconnect-host-from-other-group>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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Sample Adapter Request for 'remove-host-from-storage-group' Operation

Adapter Response Elements for 'remove-host-from-storage-group' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
wwn

WWN removed from the storage group.

remove-host- Status of the operation.
status

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>15266</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-system-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-system-name>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DA</wwn>
<remove-host-status>0 (Success)</remove-host-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: remove-lun-from-storage-group
The remove-lun-from-storage-group operation prevents hosts from accessing a specific volume
(as defined in an existing Storage Group).

Adapter Request Elements for 'remove-lun-from-storage-group' Operation

operationname

Definition

Required

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: remove-lun-from-storage-group.

Yes
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Sample Adapter Response for 'remove-host-from-storage-group' Operation

Definition

Required

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

lun-name

Specifies the user defined LUN name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-lun operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

storagegroup-name

Specifies the storage group name from which LUN lun must be removed.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-goup operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'remove-lun-from-storage-group' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>remove-lun-from-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

<lun-name>00013</lun-name>
<storage-group-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-group-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'remove-lun-from-storage-group' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
lun-name

Name of the LUN

remove-lunstatus

Status of the operation.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>26719</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>4</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-system-name>PC02 Group 3</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00013</lun-name>
<remove-lun-status>0 (Success)</remove-lun-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'remove-lun-from-storage-group' Operation

Operation: remove-port-from-storage-group
The remove-port-from-storage-group operations prevents the host from having multi view to
the associated LUNs.

This action is applicable only on Symmetrix disk arrays.

Adapter Request Elements for 'remove-port-from-storage-group' Operation
Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: remove-port-from-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be
collected.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

storagegroup-name

Specifies the name of the storage group to which the LUN must be added.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

port-name

Specifies the name of the port(s) that must be associated to the storage
group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.

No
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You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.

Definition

Required

Default value: 180 seconds

Sample Adapter Request for 'remove-port-from-storage-group' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>remove-port-from-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Masking_Group</storage-group-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:1</port-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'remove-port-from-storage-group' Operation
Description

port-groupname

Name of the port group.

port-name

Name of the port.

job-id

Number identifying the job.

remove-port- Status of the operation.
status
job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the job status.

Sample Adapter Response for 'remove-port-from-storage-group' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>65176</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Masking_Group</storage-group-name>
<port-group-name>4DD5AF0B33A</port-group-name>
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storageName of the storage system.
system-name

<port-names>
<port-name>FA-8G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:1</port-name>
</port-names>
<job-id>208985048</job-id>
<remove-port-status>Completed</remove-port-status>
<job-status-description>Completed - Masking group: Remove members - Target Masking Group</j
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: get-host
The get-host operation lists all of the hosts that are visible to the EMC storage system.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-host.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify the following element to retrieve specific information. If this element is not specified, then
all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-host' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
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Adapter Request Elements for 'get-host' Operation

<operation-name>get-host</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
</storage-system-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-host' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
wwn

Name of the FC host.

iqn

name of the iSCSI host.

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>3697</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>3</line-count>
<wwn-count>3</wwn-count>
<target>pc-emc</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-systems>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>2100001B328893BB</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C970FB02</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C17</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C23</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C98</wwn>
<wwn>2100001B321E1B98</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C79</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C99</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C29</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C56EB8DA</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C24</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C39</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C42</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C38</wwn>
<wwn>2100001A328F5C07</wwn>
<wwn>10000000C96A8B2D</wwn>
</wwns>
<iqns>
<iqn>iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:pc12.internal.sentrysoftware.net</iqn>
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Sample Adapter Response for 'get-host' Operation

<iqn>iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:pc13.internal.sentrysoftware.net</iqn>
<iqn>iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:pc05.internal.sentrysoftware.net</iqn>
<iqn>iqn.1991-05.com.microsoft:pnetag.internal.sentrysoftware.net</iqn>
</iqns>
</storage-systems>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: get-port
The get-port operation lists all the ports of the controllers of the specified storage system along
with their main characteristics (speed and WWN notably). These ports are sometimes called
"Target Ports".
Storage Groups define which hosts can access which LUNs through which controller port. It is
therefore necessary to know the ports of the storage system before assigning LUNs to hosts.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: get-port.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

timeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to connect to the EMC No
SMI-S Provider times out. The "timeout-secs" specified in adapter request
overrides the value specified in adapter configuration.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default Value: 180, if no "timeout-secs" is provided in adapter
configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the user defined storage system name.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

port-name

Specifies the user defined port name.

No
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Adapter Request Elements for 'get-port' Operation

Definition

Required

Valid value: Please refer to the get-port operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None.
port-type

Returns the complete information of requested port type. When the "porttype" element is not present, the command reports on all ports.
Valid value: FC or Ethernet.
Default value: None.

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'get-port' Operation
<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>get-port</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>AMS2100.83011628</storage-system-name>
<port-name />
<port-type />
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Adapter Response Elements for 'get-port' Operation
Description

port-name

Name of the port.

port-type

Type of port.
Possible values: FC or Ethernet

port-wwn

WWN that belongs to the port.

port-speed

Port connection speed.

controller

Name of the controller.

operationalstatus

Operational status of the storage system.

operationalstatusdescription

Additional information about the operational status of the port.

Sample Adapter Response for 'get-port' Operation
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
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storageName of the storage system.
system-name
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<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>514</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>192</line-count>
<port-count>24</port-count>
<target>locke-2</target>
<config-name>default</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<ports>
<port>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<port-name>SP_A:0</port-name>
<port-type>FC</port-type>
<port-wwn>500601603CE010D5</port-wwn>
<port-speed>0</port-speed>
<controller>SP_A</controller>
<operational-status>10,2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>Stopped, OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<port-name>SP_A:1</port-name>
<port-type>FC</port-type>
<port-wwn>500601613CE010D5</port-wwn>
<port-speed>0</port-speed>
<controller>SP_A</controller>
<operational-status>10,2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>Stopped, OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<port-name>FA-7F:0</port-name>
<port-type>FC</port-type>
<port-wwn>50000974C0118158</port-wwn>
<port-speed>0</port-speed>
<controller>FA-7F</controller>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<port-name>FA-7F:1</port-name>
<port-type>FC</port-type>
<port-wwn>50000974C0118159</port-wwn>
<port-speed>0</port-speed>
<controller>FA-7F</controller>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<port-name>SP_A:2</port-name>
<port-type>Ethernet</port-type>
<port-iqn>iqn.1992-04.com.emc:cx.ckm00083900053.a2</port-iqn>
<port-ipaddress>172.16.10.80</port-ipaddress>
<controller>SP_A</controller>
<operational-status>2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
<port>

<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<port-name>SP_A:3</port-name>
<port-type>Ethernet</port-type>
<port-iqn>iqn.1992-04.com.emc:cx.ckm00083900053.a3</port-iqn>
<port-ipaddress>172.16.10.81</port-ipaddress>
<controller>SP_A</controller>
<operational-status>10,2</operational-status>
<operational-status-description>Stopped, OK</operational-status-description>
</port>
</ports>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: add-port-to-storage-group
The add-port-to-storage-group operations creates an additional path visible to the set of hosts.
This operations is typically used to provide multi-path view of the LUN to the associated hosts.

This action is applicable only on Symmetrix disk arrays.

Definition

Required

operationname

Specifies the name of the operation you want to perform.
Valid value: add-port-to-storage-group.

Yes

arguments

Parent element for <argument> element.

Yes

argument

Specifies a list of arguments that is required for this operation

Yes

target

Specifies the connection information for an EMC SMI-S Provider.
No
Valid value: The value specified for <target> element must be the same
as the value that has been specified for the name attribute of <config>
element in the adapter configuration. You can skip this element. In this
case the request will be executed on the first defined adapter
configuration. You can leave this element empty. In this case the request
will be executed on the first defined adapter configuration.
Default value: The first defined adapter configuration.

You can specify one or more of the following elements to retrieve specific information. If none of the
elements is specified, then all the details are fetched.
storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be
collected.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes

storagegroup-name

Specifies the storage group name to which the LUN must be added.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

Yes
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Adapter Request Elements for 'add-port-to-storage-group' Operation

Definition

Required

port-name

Specifies the name of the port(s) that must be associated to the storage
group.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

Yes

synchronous

Specifies whether to wait until the job completes. Any action performed by
EMC SMI-S provider results in creating a job. If the 'synchronous' element
is set to yes, the adapter will wait until the job completes. Otherwise the
job will be queued.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

No

jobcompletiontimeout-secs

Specifies the time in seconds after which the attempt to complete the job
times out.
Valid value: A numeric value which specifies the time in seconds.
Default value: 180 seconds

No

Sample Adapter Request for 'add-port-to-storage-group' Operation
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<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>add-port-to-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Masking_Group</storage-group-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:1</port-name>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>
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Adapter Response Elements for 'add-port-to-storage-group' Operation
Description

storageName of the storage system.
system-name
storagegroup-name

Name of the storage group.

port-groupname

Name of the port group.

port-name

Name of the port.

job-id

Number identifying the job.

add-portstatus

Status of the operation.

job-statusdescription

Detailed information about the status of the job.

Sample Adapter Response for 'add-port-to-storage-group' Operation
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<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>65176</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>9</line-count>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>SYMMETRIX+000294901120</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Masking_Group</storage-group-name>
<port-group-name>4DD5AF0B33A</port-group-name>
<port-names>
<port-name>FA-8G:0</port-name>
<port-name>FA-8G:1</port-name>
</port-names>
<job-id>208985048</job-id>
<add-port-status>Completed</add-port-status>
<job-status-description>Completed - Masking group: Add members - Target Masking Group</job</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</emc-storage-response>
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Module Use Cases

The workflows described in this section are examples of how to combine the low-level
operations to provision storage for a new server and decommission a server as well as remove its
attached storage.
You can use these examples to build your own storage provisioning workflows.

Operation: provision-server
Definition

Required

Specifies the storage system name on which the LUN has to be created.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

Specifies the size (in Bytes) of the LUN to be created.
Valid value: A positive integer. Example value: 1073741824
Default value: None.

Yes

size-bytes

raid-group
OR Thin Pool

Specifies the correct RAID group name or Thin pool name on which the LUN Yes
must be created. The RAID group or Thin Pool must already exist.
Valid value: None.
Default value: None.

storagesystem-name

wwn or iqn

Specifies the name of the host(s) to which the created LUN(s) must be
associated.
Valid value: Any valid string of 16 hexadecimal digits
Default value: None.

Yes

port-name

Specifies the port name on which the storage group must be created. When
the "port-name" element is not present, the command reports on all
available ports.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-port operation to list the valid values
of this field.
Default value: None

No

storagegroup-name

Specifies the name of the storage group that is to be created.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

device-group- Specifies the name of the device group that is to be created with the
name
specified LUN(s) masked in it. This element is applicable only on
Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

initiatorgroup-name

No

Specifies the name of the initiator group that is to be created with the
specified Host(s)[wwn/iqn] masked in it. This element is applicable only
on Symmetrix arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.
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Adapter Request for 'provision-server' Operation

Definition

Required

port-groupname

Specifies the name of the port group that is to be created with the specified No
Port name(s) masked in it. This element is applicable only on Symmetrix
arrays running Enginuity 5874 or above.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

host-name

Specifies the host name of the wwn/iqn to be added.
Valid value: Any valid string.
Default value: None.

No

hostipaddress

Specifies the IP address of the of the wwn/iqn to be added.
Valid value: any valid IP address
Default value: None.

No

disconnecthost-fromother-group

Specifies whether to disconnect the host from other storage group or not. If No
the 'disconnect-host-from-other-group' element is set to yes then the host
will be disconnected from other host group. This element is applicable
only on CLARiiON disk arrays.
Valid value: yes | no.
Default value: yes.

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>create-lun</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0003</raid-group>
<size-bytes>104857600</size-bytes>
<number-of-luns>2</number-of-luns>
<host-name>PC-01</host-name>
<host-ipaddress>172.16.15.5</host-ipaddress>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
<storage-group-name>Storage Group 3</storage-group-name>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Sample Adapter Response for 'provision-server' Operation
Response 1: create-lun
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>27281</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>10</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
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Sample Adapter Request for 'provision-server' Operation

<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<raid-group>0003</raid-group>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>00020</lun-name>
<lun-name>00021</lun-name>
</lun-names>
<size-bytes>104857600</size-bytes>
<host-name>PC-01</host-name>
<host-ipaddress>172.16.15.5</host-ipaddress>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
<job-id>260921811</job-id>
<job-status>Completed</job-status>
<job-status-description>Completed - Volume Create</job-status-description>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>34219</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<storage-group-name>Storage Group 3</storage-group-name>
<lun-names>
<lun-name>00020</lun-name>
<lun-name>00021</lun-name>
</lun-names>
<host-name>PC-01</host-name>
<host-ipaddress>172.16.15.5</host-ipaddress>
<wwn>10000000C96EB8DB</wwn>
<create-storage-group-status>0 (Success)</create-storage-group-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: provision-server
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Response 2: create-storage-group

Operation: decommission-server
Adapter Request Elements for 'decommission-server' Operation
Definition

Required

storagesystem-name

Specifies the storage system name from which the information has to be
collected.
Valid value: Please refer to the get-storage-system operation to list the
valid values of this field.
Default value: None.

Yes

wwn or iqn

Specifies the name of the host(s) that must be unassociated from the
Yes
storage group. If no other host is associated to this storage group then the
storage group itself will be deleted. Also, if the lun is not associated to any
storage group then the lun will be deleted.
Valid value: Any valid string of 16 hexadecimal digits
Default value: None.

<emc-storage-request>
<operation-name>delete-storage-group</operation-name>
<arguments>
<argument>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<wwn>2100001B321E5A95</wwn>
<wwn>2100001B321E1B98</wwn>
<synchronous>yes</synchronous>
</argument>
</arguments>
</emc-storage-request>

Sample Adapter Response for 'decommission-server' Operation
Response 1: delete-storage-group
<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>16860</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>6</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<storage-groups>
<storage-group>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
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Sample Adapter Request for 'decommission-server' Operation

<storage-group-name>EMC_SMI_1301327018861</storage-group-name>
<wwns>
<wwn>2100001B321E5A95</wwn>
<wwn>2100001B321E1B98</wwn>
</wwns>
<luns>
<lun>00013</lun>
<lun>00014</lun>
</luns>
<delete-storage-group-status>0 (Success)</delete-storage-group-status>
</storage-group>
</storage-groups>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>]

<emc-storage-response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<response-count>1</response-count>
</metadata>
<responses>
<response>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<execution-milliseconds>18187</execution-milliseconds>
<line-count>5</line-count>
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<config-name>pythagoras-p27p</config-name>
</metadata>
<output>
<luns>
<lun>
<storage-system-name>CLARiiON+CKM00083900053</storage-system-name>
<lun-name>00013</lun-name>
<lun-name>00014</lun-name>
<job-id>260920597</job-id>
<job-status-description>Completed - Volume Delete</job-status-description>
<job-status>Completed</job-status>
</lun>
</luns>
</output>
</response>
</responses>
</emc-storage-response>

Operation: decommission-server
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Response 2: create-storage-group

Monitor Adapter Events

Many of the Actor adapter operations trigger the creation of "jobs" in the EMC SMI-S Provider.
For example, when using the create-lun operation, a job is started. The create-lun operation
returns immediately before the actual completion of the LUN. The administrator needs to check
the status of the job to see whether the create-lun operation completed successfully or not.
The purpose of the Monitor adapter is to regularly check the status of the pending jobs and
trigger an event upon completion of one of them (or any other status change).
Like the Actor adapter, the Monitor adapter connects to the EMC SMI-S Provider. The
configuration of the Monitor adapter is therefore very similar to the configuration of the Actor
adapter for the connection and credentials settings.

All operations of the Actor adapter have an option to force them in "synchronous mode", in which case
the operation will wait for the job completion before returning. With the "synchronous" option enabled,
there is no need to use the Monitor adapter to know when a job is completed.

The table below describes the adapter configuration elements and attributes for the monitor
adapter for EMC Storage that you can specify using the form view, XML view, or both. You cannot
use the form view to configure elements and attributes that do not have an entry in the UI label
column.

Switching to the XML view to specify those elements not included in the form means that you cannot
thereafter use the form for modifying that configuration.
Element

Description

Required

target

The target server on which the EMC SMI-S
Provider is running

Yes

username

The username with which to log in to the
server

yes

password

The password required to authenticate the
login.
You can encrypt the password by specifying
the encryption type attribute.
For example: <password encryption-type =
"Base64">cGFzc3dvcmQ=</password>.

yes

protocol

The protocol used by the monitor to contact
the EMC SMI-S Provider.
Valid values: http or https (default value http)

no
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Polling Monitor Adapter
Configuration

Element

Description

Required

port

The port on which the monitor will contact the no
EMC SMI-S Provider. The value depends on the
protocol selected. Default Value 5988 for
“http” protocol, ( 5989 for “https” protocol).

polling-interval

The time duration in seconds at which the
monitor will poll for events.
Default value: 5 seconds

no

Sample XML template for configuring the monitor adapter

Monitor Events
A sample event generated by the monitor adapter, for the BMC Atrium Orchestrator adapter
manager is shown below:
<events>
<emc-monitor-event>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<line-count>2</line-count>
<target>config1</target>
</metadata>
<jobs>
<job>
<job-id>260918741</job-id>
<description>Volume Create</description>
<owner>EMC_StorageConfigurationService</owner>
<startTime>03/23/2011:10:39:25</startTime>
<endTime>03/23/2011:10:39:42</endTime>
<state>7</state>
<status>Completed - Volume Create</status>
<statusInformation>Completed,OK</statusInformation>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>
<percentComplete>100</percentComplete>
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<configs>
<config name="config1">
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<username>admin</username>
<password>#1Password</password>
<protocol>http</protocol>
<port>5988</port>
<polling-interval>40</polling-interval>
<time-out>60</time-out>
</config>
<config name="config2">
<target>pythagoras-p27p</target>
<username>admin</username>
<password>#1Password</password>
<protocol>http</protocol>
<port>5988</port>
<polling-interval>60</polling-interval>
<time-out>60</time-out>
</config>
</configs>

Monitor Events
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<line-count>10</line-count>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>260918743</job-id>
<description>Volume Create</description>
<owner>EMC_StorageConfigurationService</owner>
<startTime>03/23/2011:10:39:32</startTime>
<state>4</state>
<status>Running - Volume Create</status>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>
<percentComplete>70</percentComplete>
<line-count>8</line-count>
</job>
</jobs>
</emc-monitor-event>
<emc-monitor-event>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<line-count>2</line-count>
<target>config2</target>
</metadata>
<jobs>
<job>
<job-id>260918741</job-id>
<description>Volume Create</description>
<owner>EMC_StorageConfigurationService</owner>
<startTime>03/23/2011:10:39:25</startTime>
<endTime>03/23/2011:10:39:42</endTime>
<state>7</state>
<status>Completed - Volume Create</status>
<statusInformation>Completed,OK</statusInformation>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>
<percentComplete>100</percentComplete>
<line-count>10</line-count>
</job>
<job>
<job-id>260918743</job-id>
<description>Volume Create</description>
<owner>EMC_StorageConfigurationService</owner>
<startTime>03/23/2011:10:39:32</startTime>
<state>4</state>
<status>Running - Volume Create</status>
<errorCode>0</errorCode>
<percentComplete>70</percentComplete>
<line-count>8</line-count>
</job>
</jobs>
</emc-monitor-event>
<metadata>
<status>success</status>
<events-count>2</events-count>
</metadata>
</events>

Troubleshooting Connectivity
Issues

BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage leverages the EMC SMI-S provider
to manage EMC storage systems. Because some connectivity issues may exist and cause BMC
Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage to fail, it is highly recommended to test
the connection to the EMC SMI-S provider before contacting the Sentry Support Team.
To troubleshoot connectivity issues:

BMC Atrium Orchestrator Application Adapter for EMC Storage Version 1.2.00

1. Download the connection tool required from the Sentry Software Website (Downloads
section of your product). Please note that the connection tool requires Java v1.6 or higher.
2. Run the command java -jar <Connection_Tool_Name.jar> to launch the connection tool.
3. Enter the information required to connect to the system and click Test Connection.
4. Wait for the test to complete. If a connectivity issue is detected, an error message will
appear. In this case, the issue encountered does not concern BMC Atrium Orchestrator
Application Adapter for EMC Storage. Check your configuration to diagnose the source of the
issue.
5. Click Save As to export the connection test results into a txt file. You can then send this
information to the Sentry Support Team.
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Update
33
XML 33

-RRequest Elements
argument
48
arguments
48
disk-name
48
disk-type
48
job-completion-timeout-secs
lun-name
48
number-of-disks
48
operation-name
48
pool-type
48
raid-level 48
size-bytes
48
storage-system-name
48
synchronous
48
target
48
thin-pool-name
48
timeout-secs
48
Request Elements

48

argument
39, 42, 44, 52, 54, 56, 58, 61,
65, 67, 69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 99, 105, 108,
110, 112, 115, 117, 119, 122
arguments
39, 42, 44, 52, 54, 56, 58, 61,
65, 67, 69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 99, 105, 108,
110, 112, 115, 117, 119, 122
cascaded-initiator-group-name
87
composite-type
69
delete-device-group 83
delete-initiator-group 83
delete-port-group 83
device-group-name
75, 79, 87, 94, 99
disconnect-host-from-other-group 79, 105
disk-name
58
disk-type
54, 58
fast-policy-name
79, 87, 94, 99
host-ipaddress
79, 94, 105
host-name
79, 94, 105
initiator-group-name
75, 79, 87, 94, 99
initiator-group-to-cascade
79, 94, 99
iqn 75, 79, 83, 87, 94, 99, 105, 110
job-completion-timeout-secs
52, 54, 65,
67, 69, 79, 83, 105, 108, 110, 112, 115, 122
job-id 72

lun-host-address
94
lun-name
54, 61, 67, 69, 75, 79, 87, 94,
99, 108, 112
lun-type
61
number-of-luns
65
operation-name
39, 42, 44, 52, 54, 56, 58,
61, 65, 67, 69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 99, 105,
108, 110, 112, 115, 117, 119, 122
password 87, 94, 99
pool-type
44
port
87, 94, 99
port-group-name
75, 79, 87, 94, 99
port-name
75, 79, 87, 94, 99, 115, 119,
122
port-type
119
protocol 87, 94, 99
raid-group 44, 52, 61, 65
raid-group or thin-pool 58
raid-level 54
size-bytes
54, 65, 69
storage-group-name
75, 79, 83, 87, 105,
108, 110, 112, 115, 122
storage-system-name
39, 42, 44, 52, 54,
56, 58, 61, 65, 67, 69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 94,
99, 105, 108, 110, 112, 115, 117, 119, 122
synchronous
52, 54, 65, 67, 69, 79, 83,
105, 108, 110, 112, 115, 122
target
39, 42, 44, 52, 56, 58, 61, 65, 67,
69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 99, 105, 108, 110,
112, 115, 117, 119, 122
thin-pool 44, 52, 54, 61, 65
timeout-secs
39, 44, 52, 56, 58, 61, 65, 67,
69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 94, 99, 105, 108, 110,
112, 117, 119
username
87, 94, 99
wwn 75, 79, 83, 87, 94, 99, 105, 110
Requests
Actor Adapter 36
Typical 36
Response Elements
add-host-status
105
add-lun-status
108
add-port-status
122
available-capacity-bytes
39, 44
available-capacity-gigabytes
44
capacity-bytes
44
capacity-gigabytes
44
cascaded-initiator-group-name
87
composite
61
consumed-capacity-bytes
44, 61
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consumed-capacity-gigabytes
44, 61
controller 119
create-modify-status
94, 99
create-storage-group-status
79
current-controller 61
delete-storage-group-status
83
device-group-name
75, 87, 94, 99
disk-name
44, 58
disk-type
44, 58
fast-policy-name
75, 87, 94, 99
initiator-group-name
75, 87, 94, 99
initiator-group-to-cascade
94, 99
iqn 75, 117
job-description 72
job-id 48, 52, 54, 65, 67, 69, 72, 115, 122
job-output
69
job-status
48, 52, 54, 65, 67, 72
job-status-description 48, 52, 54, 65, 67,
72, 115, 122
lun-element-name
61
lun-name
61, 65, 67, 75, 79, 87, 94, 99,
108, 112
lun-type
61
model 39, 58
number-of-disks
44
operational-status
39, 58, 61, 119
operational-status-description 39, 58, 119
pool-type
44
port-group-name
75, 87, 94, 99, 115, 122
port-name
75, 87, 94, 99, 115, 119, 122
port-speed 119
port-type
119
port-wwn 119
raid-group 44, 48, 52, 58, 61, 65
raid-level 44, 56, 61
refresh-output
42
remove-host-status
110
remove-lun-status
112
remove-port-status
115
serial-number 39
size-bytes
39, 44, 58, 61, 65
size-gigabytes
39, 44, 58, 61
storage-group-name
75, 87, 122
storage-system-name
39, 42, 44, 48, 52,
54, 56, 58, 61, 65, 67, 69, 75, 79, 83, 87, 94,
99, 105, 108, 110, 112, 115, 117, 119, 122
subscribed-capacity-bytes
39, 44
subscribed-capacity-gigabytes
39, 44

vendor 58
wwn 75, 79, 83, 87, 94, 99, 105, 110, 117
Responses
Actor Adapter
Typical 36

36

-SSamples

132, 133

Actor Adapter Configuration 27
Adapter Request
39, 42, 44, 48, 52, 54, 56,
58, 61, 65, 67, 69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 94, 99,
105, 108, 110, 112, 115, 117, 119, 122, 126,
129
Adapter Response
39, 42, 44, 48, 52, 54,
56, 58, 61, 65, 67, 69, 72, 75, 79, 83, 87, 94,
99, 105, 108, 110, 112, 115, 117, 119, 122,
126, 129
SetupValidation
Directory 33
Storage Group Operations
add-host-to-storage-group 74, 105
add-lun-to-storage-group 74, 108
add-port-to-storage-group 74, 122
create-masking-group 87, 94
create-storage-group 74, 79
delete-masking-group 99
delete-storage-group 74, 83
get-host
74, 117
get-port
74, 119
get-storage-group 74, 75
remove-host-from-storage-group 74, 110
remove-lun-from-storage-group 74, 112
remove-port-from-storage-group 74, 115
Storage Pool Operations
create-storage-pool 43, 48
delete-storage-pool 43, 52
expand-storage-pool 43, 54
get-raid-level 43, 56
get-storage-pool 43, 44
get-storage-system 39
refresh-storage-system 42
Storage System Operations
get-storage-system 39
refresh-storage-system 39
Support
7
Multiple Configuration
Supported
Versions
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Response Elements

Synchronous
Operations
System

38

External 13
Linux 19
Windows
19

-T Troubleshooting
Connectivity Issues

136

-UUI Label
Password 27
Port
27
Protocol 27
Target
27
Timeout Secs
27
User Name
27
Update
33
126

Directory

33
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Items
Use Cases
Utilities

-V Version
Directory
Versions
Supported
View
XML

33
16

27

-W Writing
Adapter Request

38

-X XML
View

27
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